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Many physically important mechanical systems may be described with a Lie group G as config-
uration space. According to the well-known Noether’s theorem, underlying symmetries of the Lie
group may be used to considerably reduce the complexity of the problems. However, these reduction
techniques, used without care for general problems (waves, field theory), may lead to uncomfortable
infinite dimensional spaces. As an alternative, the covariant formulation allows to consider a finite
dimensional configuration space by increasing the number of independent variables. But the geomet-
ric elements needed for reduction, adapted to the specificity of covariant problems which admit Lie
groups as configuration space, are difficult to apprehend in the literature (some are even missing to
our knowledge). To fill this gap, this article reconsiders the historical geometric construction made
by E. Cartan in this particular "covariant Lie group" context. Thus, and it is the main interest of
this work, the Poincaré-Cartan and multi-symplectic forms are obtained for a principal G bundle.
It allows to formulate the Euler-Poincaré equations of motion and leads to a Noether’s current form
defined in the dual Lie algebra.
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I. INTRODUCTION
C.-M. Marle [1] gives several physically important mechanical systems which configuration space may be identified
with a Lie group. These systems share remarkable properties which derive from the underlying symmetries of the Lie
group. According to the well-known Noether’s theorem, symmetries may be related to conserved quantities, named
in the modern concept of Lie Groups and Lie algebras: momentum maps. The property of invariance of these maps
allows for considerable reduction of the dimension of the phase-space and divides the computational complexity by
several orders of magnitude, according to the “symmetry dimension”. Since their discovery by Euler [2] around 1765,
momenta have been well illustrated in the scientific literature (see Arnold [3] for example) and are now well settled
in the symplectic geometry, Hamiltonian theory or Poisson formalism.
3Even if these reduction techniques have been studied thoroughly in the literature (see for example [4]), their usage
for more general problems (waves, field theory) may lead to infinite dimensional manifolds as configuration space. In
this dynamical approach, geodesic curves have to be considered in an infinite dimensional function space.
As an alternative, the covariant formulation allows to consider a finite dimensional configuration space (the di-
mension of the symmetry group itself in our case). This can be achieved by increasing the number of independent
variables since the validity of the calculus of variations and of the Noether’s theorem is not limited to the previous
one-variable setting. Although its roots go back to De Donder [5], Weyl [6], Carathéodory [7], after J.-M. Souriau in
the seventies [8], the classical field theory has been only well understood in the late 20th century (see for example [9]
for an extension from symplectic to multi-symplectic theory). It is therefore not surprising that, in this covariant (or
jet formulation) setting, the geometric constructions needed for reduction have been presented even more recently.
In this context, the derivation of the conserved quantities from the symmetries of the Lie group is not so easy to
establish. It can be summarized as follow: the momentum map is no longer a function but must be defined, more
generally, as a Noether’s current. This form is the interior product of the Poincaré-Cartan form by the fundamental
vector field of the Lie group. This definition (difficult to apprehend for a non-specialist audience) can be found in the
work of M. Castrillón López in [10] for example. Noether ’s theorem is then provided by the invariance of this current
form along the critical sections (solutions of the problem).
Nevertheless, this definition must be adapted to the specificity of covariant problems which admit Lie groups as
configuration space. To our knowledge, it is difficult to find this derivation in the literature - the specific Poincaré-
Cartan form is only given, as is, by F. Demoures [11], p. 16, without mentioning the Maurer-Cartan form which
however appears in the formula. The specific Noether’s current form, obtained by interior product, is also missing in
this reference. So the goal of this article is to fill this gap in the literature by reconsidering the historical construction
of the Poincaré-Cartan form in this particular "covariant Lie group" context, leading to an adapted current form to
express the Noether’s theorem.
A. Article organization
In order to state the subject, the study made by Elie Cartan on variational problems is related in a brief subsection.
He has explained, in his "Leçon sur les invariants intégraux" [12], the way the Poincaré-Cartan form is obtained and
what are its properties. The differential of the Poincaré-Cartan form (called pre-symplectic form after Souriau [8])
gives rise to the Hamilton’s equations of motion and can be related to the Poisson formalism.
After this historical introduction, section III is dedicated to extend the discussion to a more general jet-bundle and
leads to what is called now multi-symplectic geometry. By the way, it is worth mentioning that Cartan in 1933 in [13]
thought about doing a geometry where geodesics would be replaced by (hyper)surfaces. In this covariant context,
the proofs are more laborious but follow the main ideas of Cartan. This leads to a general formalism where theories
on reduction by Lie group action can be handled with confidence in the second part of this article (section IV). The
covariant Hamiltonian formalism, successively without and with Lie group considerations, finishes this paper sketching
the way to the Lie-Poisson bracket adapted to the multi-symplectic geometry.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
A. Cartan’s lesson
Let’s summarize Elie Cartan’s lesson where Hamiltonian formalism is obtained by introducing in a natural way the
Poincaré-Cartan form. This form comes from considering variations of the action functional along real trajectories
with variable boundary conditions. The action functional is written A = ∫ t1(ε)
t0(ε)
£(q, q˙, t) dt, (where £(q, q˙, t) is the
Lagrangian density of the system and q˙ denotes ∂q∂t ).
Cartan expresses the action variation δA = dA(Z) using a variation vector field (say Z(ε, t) as in appendix A).
With his "magic rule" for the Lie derivative of any differential form α, that is LZα = Z ydα + d(Z yα), he may
compute (integrating by part)
δA =
[
∂£
∂q˙
∂qε
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
+£dt(Z)
]t1(ε)
t0(ε)
−
∫ t1(ε)
t0(ε)
(
d
dt
(
∂£
∂q˙
)
− ∂£
∂q
)
∂qε
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
dt, (1)
where qε = q(ε, t) is the varied curve. By choosing a vector field of variation, Z, vanishing on the boundaries t0,
t1, the first term disappears. The principle of least action then leads to the well known Euler-Lagrange equation of
4motion
d
dt
(
∂£
∂q˙
)
− ∂£
∂q
= 0. (2)
Furthermore, Elie Cartan continues his discussion by drawing the consequences of the variable boundary conditions
(the boundaries ti(ε) depend on the parameter of variation ε). With this assumption and for real trajectories verifying
the Euler-Lagrange equation (2), the variation of action reduces to the first term of (1) since the second integral
vanishes. On the variable boundaries, ti(ε), he then uses the relation (see appendix A)
∂qε
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
= dq(Z)− q˙dt(Z), (3)
in (1) to obtain
δA =
[
∂£
∂q˙
(dq(Z)− q˙dt(Z)) +£dt(Z)
]t1(ε)
t0(ε)
=
[
∂£
∂q˙
dq −
(
∂£
∂q˙
q˙ −£
)
dt
]t1(ε)
t0(ε)
(Z).
This can be written dA = [Θ]t1t0 upon introducing the Poincaré-Cartan form
Θ = p dq −Hdt, (4)
with new variables p = ∂£∂q˙ and H = ∂£∂q˙ q˙ −£. Thus, the Legendre transform appears very naturally.
Then, Cartan shows that this computation leads to an integral invariant along critical sections (solutions) of the
variational problem. To do so, he considers a collection of real trajectories labeled by a parameter ε (see fig. 1).
"Finally, suppose that we consider a tube of trajectories, i.e. a closed continuous linear collection of trajectories,
each of which is limited to a time interval [t0, t1] that varies also with ε. The formula which gives the variation of the
action along these variable trajectories reduces to
δA = [Θ]t1t0 = (Θ)1 − (Θ)0. (5)
When one returns to the initial trajectory the total variation of the action is obviously zero, in such a way that, if one
integrates with respect to ε then one will have∮
δA = 0⇔
∮
(Θ)1 =
∮
(Θ)0
[...] given an arbitrary tube of trajectories, if the integral
∮
Θ is taken along a closed curve around the tube then that
integral will be independent of that curve and will depend only upon the tube..."
FIG. 1. Tube of real trajectories: the integral I =
∮
Γ
Θ does not depend on the choice of the closed loop Γ around the tube.
This quantity is thus an integral invariant that depends only on the choice of the tube.
So, the quantity I =
∮
Θ is invariant i.e. does not depend on the closed curve Γ along the tube of trajectories. In
a modern language, I is invariant along the vector field X tangent to the critical sections, that is
0 = dI(X) =
∮
Γ
LX Θ =
∮
Γ
X y dΘ +
∮
∂Γ
X yΘ.
5The last integral taken over a closed loop is obviously null. Since this property is true for any choice of the tube, one
must have X y dΘ = 0. So, differentiating (4), Cartan introduces the Poincaré-Cartan form
Ω = −dΘ = dq ∧ dp+ dH ∧ dt (6)
that verifies X yΩ = 0, for all vector field X tangent to real trajectories. In other words, since Ω is also a closed form,
the Lie derivative of the (pre)-symplectic form vanishes
LXΩ = 0, ∀X tangent to real trajectories. (7)
He then notices that each coefficient of δt = dt(X), δq = dq(X) and δp = dp(X) in X yΩ = 0, i.e.
(dH− ∂H
∂t
dt)δt− (dp+ ∂H
∂q
dt)δq + (dq − ∂H
∂p
dt)δp = 0,
must necessarily be canceled. Doing so, he recovers the Hamilton canonical equations of motion
dH− ∂H∂t dt = 0
dp+ ∂H∂q dt = 0
dq − ∂H∂p dt = 0,
more commonly written

dH(X) = ∂H∂t
p˙ = −∂H∂q
q˙ = ∂H∂p .
(8)
This last formulation is obtained evaluating these forms along a "normalized" vector field X =
(
1 q˙ p˙
)T
=(
dt(X) dq(X) dp(X)
)T , tangent to the trajectories (t q(t) p(t))T . The two last equations are the well-known
Hamilton’s equations of motion. In the first equation, the quantity dH(X) expresses the variation of the Hamiltonian
function along the trajectories. This quantity is often written as dHdt = H˙ in the literature. If the Hamiltonian
function does not depend explicitly on time, i.e. ∂H∂t = 0, then H is invariant along the trajectories. This is known as
the conservation of energy (conservative systems).
B. Poisson formalism
More generally, the invariance (7) of the pre-symplectic form Ω may be written in another way introducing the
canonical symplectic structure
Ω∗ = dq ∧ dp. (9)
Without loss of generality, the vector field X along real trajectories can be normalized to verify dt(X) = 1. Then for
conservative systems with dH(X) = 0 (or non-conservative ones dH(X) = ∂H∂t ), the invariance (7) yields
X yΩ∗ = dH (or X yΩ∗ = dH− ∂H∂t dt), dt(X) = 1. (10)
The real trajectories obtained from the Hamiltonian H materialize a canonical transformation (an infinitesimal trans-
formation that preserves the pre-symplectic structure Ω). Thus, using the canonical symplectic structure Ω∗, the
notion of Hamiltonian vector field YF associated to a canonical transformation arising from a function F is defined
by
YF yΩ∗ = dF (or YF yΩ∗ = dF − ∂F∂t dt), dt(YF ) = 1.
This last statement can also be written Ω∗(YF , .) = dF (.). Thus, considering the Hamiltonian vector field XH
associated to a physical problem, the dynamic of any observable F may be computed by Ω∗(YF , XH) = dF (XH)
where the last term is related to the variation of F along real trajectories: that is dF (XH) = dFdt = F˙ . This leads, by
introducing the Poisson bracket {F,H} = Ω∗(YF , XH), to the Poisson equation
F˙ = {F,H} (or F˙ = {F,H}+ ∂F∂t ). (11)
In particular in the conservative case, the Poisson bracket of any conserved quantity J with the Hamiltonian H must
vanish: {J,H} = 0.
6III. LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM OF FIRST-ORDER FIELD THEORIES
This discussion has started in 1922 in a context where only one independent variable "t" was taken into account in
variational problems. In modern language, one would speak about symplectic geometry where the considered space is
a jet-bundle with unidimensional base (i.e. endowed with a volume form ω = dt).
This section extends this formalism to a more general jet-bundle. In the context of field theory, the state space
(t, q, v) (time, position, velocity) originally conceived by Cartan to study the geometry of the trajectories (curves)
according to the optimization principle, is extended to fiber bundles. To be more precise, let M be an orientable
manifold and pi : E →M a differentiable fiber bundle with typical fibre F (dimF = N). In the fiber bundle context,
more than one independent variables (dimM = n + 1) are allowed for (space-time) parametrization and then, the
concept of curves is generalized to the concept of sections (φ : M → E in the sequel).
To take into account the velocities, one of the possibilities is to introduce the one-jet fiber bundle J1E (velocity
space, for short) characterized by its projection pi : J1E → M . In this way, sections are lifted to the extended
jet-bundle J1E to holonomic sections j1φ : M → J1E that encode the velocity (see fig. 2). The holonomic concept is
used to that purpose. This concept is materialized with the help of a contact form θ which might be related to the
form (3) in Cartan’s lesson.
Furthermore, an optimization process seeks the critical section among a family of varied sections generated by an
infinitesimal transformation. The vector field tangent to this transformation (say Z) needs also to be lifted by a
holonomic process (j1Z in the sequel).
A. Geometrical structures of first-order jet bundles
For all the article, the framework of Arturo Echeverria-Enriquez & al [14] is adopted as a system of notation. It is
quickly related here for convenience of the reader. Let M be an orientable manifold and pi : E → M a differentiable
fiber bundle with typical fibre F. Let dimM = n + 1, dimF = N . The bundle of 1-jets of sections of pi, or 1-jet
bundle, is denoted by J1E, which is endowed with the natural projection pi1 : J1E → E. For every p ∈ E, the fiber
of J1E is denoted J1pE and its elements by p¯. If φ : U ⊂M → E is a representative of p¯ ∈ J1pE, we write p¯ = Tpi(p)φ.
In addition, the map pi = pi ◦ pi1 : J1E → M defines another structure of differentiable bundle. The vertical
bundle associated with pi is denoted by V (pi), that is V (pi) = kerTpi, and the vertical bundle associated with pi1 is
written V (pi1), that is V (pi1) = kerTpi1. The corresponding vertical vector fields will be denoted by χV (pi)(E) and
χV (pi
1)(J1E).
Let xµ, µ = 1, . . . , n+ 1, be a local system in M and yA, A = 1, ..., N a local system in the fibers; that is, {xµ, yA}
is a coordinate system adapted to the bundle. In these coordinates, a local section φ : U ⊂ M → E is written as
φ(x) = (xµ, φA(x)), that is, φ(x) is given by functions yA = φA(x). This local system (xµ, yA) allows to construct
a local system (xµ, yA, vAµ ) in J1E, where vAµ are defined as follows: if p¯ ∈ J1E, with pi1(p¯) = p and pi(p) = x, let
φ : U ⊂M → E, yA = φA, be a representative of p¯, then
vAµ (p¯) =
(
∂φA
∂xµ
)∣∣∣∣
x
.
These systems are called natural local systems in J1E. In one of them, we have
j1φ(x) = (xµ(x), φA(x),
∂φA
∂xµ
(x)).
Regarding to the tangent spaces basis, ~∂µ denotes the basis on TM , and ~∂A the one on the tangent space of the
fiber, TF . That is {~∂µ, ~∂A} is a basis of TE. The dual basis are written dxµ and dyA and are defined by dxµ(~∂ν) = δµν
and dyA(~∂B) = δAB . If the point p¯ = (x
µ, yA, vAµ ) of the 1-jet bundle J1E is over p = (xµ, yA) then it exists a section
φ representative of that point such that vAµ = dyA(
∂φ
∂xµ ). The basis associated with the velocity coordinates, v
A
µ , will
be denoted ~∂µA and its dual basis dv
A
µ .
Given a section j1φ in the one-jet fiber bundle J1E, any vector X of the tangent space Tp¯J1E at point p¯ may be
expressed as a sum of a tangent vector to the section j1φ and a vertical vector
X = Xφ +X
v, where Xφ = Tp(j1φ ◦ pi)(X) and Xv = X −Xφ.
The vector Xφ is obtained by the tangent map Xφ = Tpj1φ(XM ) where the vector XM is the projection on the base
M of X given by XM = Tppi(X) (see fig. 2).
7FIG. 2. Sketch of a one-jet fiber-bundle J1E: the section j1φ is called the canonical lifting or the canonical prolongation of φ
to J1E. A section of pi which is the canonical extension of a section of pi is called a holonomic section. Any vector is a sum
of a tangent vector to the section j1φ and a vertical vector X = Xφ +Xv.
B. Canonical form and holonomy
The bundle J1E is endowed with a canonical geometric structure, θ. To be defined, this canonical form needs the
concept of vertical differentiation:
Definition III.(a) Vertical differential
Let φ : M → E be a section of pi, x ∈M and y = φ(x). The vertical differential of the section φ at the point p ∈ E
is the map
dVp φ : TpE → Vp(pi)
u 7→ u− Tp(φ ◦ pi)u.
8If (xµ, yA) is a natural local system of E and φ = (xµ, φA(xµ)), then
dVp φ(
~∂µ) = −∂φ
A
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣
p
~∂A, d
V
p φ(
~∂A) = ~∂A.
As dVp φ depends only on j1φ(pi(p)), the vertical differential can be lifted to J1E in the following way:
Definition III.(b) Canonical form (or contact form)
Consider p¯ ∈ J1E with p¯ pi
1
−→ p pi−→ x and u¯ ∈ Tp¯J1E. The structure canonical form of J1E is a vectorial 1-form θ
in J1E with values on V (pi) defined by
θ(p¯; u¯) = dVp φ(Tp¯pi
1(u¯))
where the section φ is a representative of p¯.
This expression is well defined and does not depend on the representative φ of p¯. On a natural local coordinate
system, the contact form θ(p¯; .) at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ) may be evaluated on the basis vectors ~∂µ, ~∂A and ~∂
µ
A to
give
θ(p¯; ~∂µ) = −vAµ ~∂A, θ(p¯; ~∂A) = ~∂A, θ(p¯; ~∂µA) = 0.
Then, for an arbitrary vector u¯ = αµ~∂µ + βA~∂A + γAµ ~∂
µ
A of χ(J
1E)
θ(p¯; u¯) = αµθ(p¯; ~∂µ) + βAθ(p¯; ~∂A) + γAµ θ(p¯; ~∂
µ
A) =
(
βA − vAµ αµ
)
~∂A.
From the above calculations, it is clear that θ is differentiable and is given by
θp¯ = (dy
A − vAµ dxµ)⊗ ~∂A (12)
in a natural local system.
Holonomic sections can be characterized using this canonical form as follows (see [14] p. 8)
Proposition III.(c) Holonomic section
Let ψ : M → J1E be a section of pi. The necessary and sufficient condition for ψ to be a holonomic section is that
ψ∗θ = 0.
This proposition can also be interpreted in another way
Proposition III.(d) Tangent space to holonomic section
Any vector X¯ tangent to a holonomic section ψ belongs to the kernel of the contact form
θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = 0, ∀X¯ ∈ Tp¯ψ
This can be proved by using the pullback definition of the contact form: for any u ∈ TxM , (ψ∗θ)
∣∣∣
x
(u) = θ
∣∣∣
p¯
(Tψ(u)) =
0. This shows the result since the tangential map, X¯ = Tψ(u), maps to a tangent vector to the section ψ. In particular,
if u is one of the basis vector ~∂µ of the base M , we have θA(Xµ) = 0 with Xµ = Tψ(~∂µ).
C. Principle of least action
From now on, M is an oriented manifold and ω ∈ Λn+1(M) is a fixed volume (n+ 1)-form on M
ω = dx1 ∧ dx2 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn+1. (13)
With these elements well-defined (see Arturo Echeverria-Enriquez & al [14]) the Lagrangian formalism is used. The
Lagrangian form is written as
L = £(xµ, yA, vAµ )ω, £ ∈ C∞(J1E),
in a natural local system (xµ, yA, vAµ ) on J1E. So, we can define
9Definition III.(e) The Hamilton principle
Let ((E,M ;pi),L) be a Lagrangian system. Let Γc(M,E) be the set of compactly supported sections of pi and consider
the (action) map
A : Γc(M,E)→ R
φ 7→
∫
U
(j1φ)∗L, U ⊂M
The variational problem posed by the Lagrangian form L is the problem of searching for the critical (or stationary)
sections of the functional A.
Following Cartan’s idea, the Poincaré-Cartan (n + 1)-form is obtained from the Hamilton principle. To do so, we
look for “stationary” action with respect to a diffeomorphism that preserves the contact module (see next paragraph)
- that is to say, with respect to variations given by a one-parameter transformation group associated to an arbitrary
vector field Z ∈ χ(E) (see appendix C for details). So, we compute
δA = d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(φε) = lim
ε→0
A(φε)−A(φ)
ε
.
Indeed, even in this more complicated circumstance, a similar expression to the Cartan’s lesson equation (1) may be
obtained as
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗(j1Z yΘL)−
∫
U
(j1φ)∗
[
ζA
(
d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− 1
n+ 1
∂£
∂yA
dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
(14)
if the (Lagrangian) Poincaré-Cartan (n+ 1)-form
ΘL =
∂£
∂vAµ
dyA ∧ dnxµ −
(
∂£
∂vAµ
vAµ −£
)
ω, (15)
is introduced with the n-form dnxµ = ~∂µ yω (see appendix I). The Legendre transformation, with new variables
pµA =
∂£
∂vAµ
, H = ∂£
∂vAµ
vAµ −£, (16)
follows in a natural way, as it appears clearly in (15).
Looking at the preceding calculus, Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~∂A represents the (arbitrary) vector field tangent to a variation.
It reflects a local one-parameter transformation group, τZε , used to search for the critical (or stationary) sections of
the functional A. As it can be seen, the vector field Z needs to be extended to j1Z in the whole jet-bundle J1E.
The definition generally used to compute the lifted vector field j1Z (see appendix B 1) is to say that its flow leaves
invariant the contact module θp¯ = θA ⊗ ~∂A given in coordinates at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ) by
θA = dyA − vAµ dxµ. (17)
We rather prefer, in order to study particular configuration spaces, a more geometric definition (see definition B.(g) of
appendix B 2) saying that the holonomic lift of a section stay holonomic under the action of a contact transformation.
For short, since the Hamilton principle searches an optimum between holonomic sections, the variation process must
generate only this type of sections. Both techniques (B 1 and B2) give the same final result:
Proposition III.(f) One-jet prolongation (or lift) of vector fields
Considering the natural basis
(
~∂µ ~∂A ~∂
µ
A
)
of TJ1E, let Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~∂A be a vector field of χ(E). Its one-jet
prolongation on TJ1E, at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ), is the vector field
j1Z = αµ~∂µ + β
A~∂A +
(
∂ζA
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂ζA
∂yB
)
~∂µA, with ζ
A = j1Z y θA = βA − vAν αν .
In section IV, the geometric definition B.(g) of appendix B 2 will be more convenient to study the case where the
configuration space is identified with a Lie group.
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D. Euler-Lagrange equations
On one hand, choosing in (14) a vector field Z that vanishes on the boundary ∂U gives the Euler-Lagrange field
equations (j1φ)∗
[(
d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− 1n+1 ∂£∂yA dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
= 0, in other words
∂
∂xµ
∂£
∂vAµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
− ∂£
∂yA
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0, A = 1, . . . , N. (18)
Remark The Euler-Lagrange 1-form
T µA = d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− 1
n+ 1
∂£
∂yA
dxµ (19)
may be related to its Hamiltonian version given later by (55)(b) in the section V dedicated to the Hamiltonian
formalism: T Aµ = dpµA + 1n+1 ∂H∂yA dxµ.
E. The variation theorem
On the other hand, the Cartan’s discussion, leading to the integral invariant, similar to the expression (5), may also
be obtained by choosing sections φ verifying the Euler-Lagrange equations (18) in order to cancel the second integral
of (14). The Cartan’s lesson is traduced in modern language by the variation theorem using the Lagrangian pre-
multisymplectic (n+ 2)-form on J1E, ΩL = −dΘL. Starting from the convenient expression ΘL = ∂£∂vAµ θ
A∧dnxµ+L,
it may be written (see end of appendix C)
ΩL = θA ∧ T µA ∧ dnxµ, or in coordinates ΩL = dyA ∧ d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
∧ dnxµ +
(
vAµ d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− ∂£
∂yA
dyA
)
∧ ω. (20)
The variation theorem is as follows
Theorem III.(g) Variation theorem
The following assertions regarding a section φ of the bundle pi : E →M are equivalent
(i) φ is a stationary point of A = ∫U (j1φ)∗L;
(ii) the Euler–Lagrange equations (18) hold in coordinates;
(iii) for any vector field W on J1E
(j1φ)∗(W yΩL) = 0; (21)
where j1φ is a holonomic section.
The followings aim at partially proving the theorem III.(g). Actually only the needed implications of the theorem
are discussed here, that is (i)⇒ (ii) and (i)⇒ (iii).
Let φ be a section of the bundle pi : E →M .
• (i)⇒ (ii): If φ is a stationary point of A = ∫U (j1φ)∗L, then the Euler-Lagrange equations hold in coordinates.
Proof. The computation of the variation of the action can be found in appendix C and leads to the Euler-
Lagrange equations (18).
• (i)⇒ (iii): If φ is a stationary point of A = ∫U (j1φ)∗L, then (j1φ)∗(W yΩL) = 0 for any vector fieldW on J1E.
To prove this implication, one needs the following lemma
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Lemma III.(h)
If φ is a section of pi and if either W is tangent to the image of j1φ or W is pi1-vertical, then
(j1φ)∗(W yΩL) = 0.
Proof. Let us consider a (n + 1)-vector field
◦
X = (X1, · · · , Xn+1) tangent to the section j1φ where each Xα is
given by the tangential map Xα = Tj1φ(~∂α) of the basis vector ~∂α. The pulling back of W yΩL is by definition
(j1φ)∗(W yΩL)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1) = (W yΩL)(
◦
X) = ΩL(W,
◦
X).
A calculation using the multi-symplectic (n + 2)-form ΩL given by (20), lemma G.(a) and its corollary (ap-
pendix G) shows that
ΩL(W,
◦
X) = θA(W ) (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X) + (−1)αθA(Xα) (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (W,
◦ˆ
Xα)
where T µA is the Euler-Lagrange 1-form given by (19). According to the holomonic criteria (proposition III.(d)),
the term θA(Xα) obviously vanishes, so we have finally
ΩL(W,
◦
X) = θA(W ) (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X), ∀W ∈ χ(J1E). (22)
 First, assume that W is tangent to the image of j1φ in J1E, that is, W = Wφ = T (j1φ)w, for some vector
w on TM . For this choice, θA(W ) = 0 and then ΩL(W,
◦
X) = 0.
 Second, the contact form θ vanishes on pi1-vertical vectors: θA(W ) = 0, for W ∈ χV (pi1)(J1E) (no compo-
nent in dxµ nor in dyA).
Proof. Taking into account lemma III.(h), the (i)⇒ (iii) implication is partially proved. Finally, for the weaker
assumption where W ∈ χ(J1E), i.e. for any vector W ∈ TJE, the section φ has to be a stationary point of A
in order to cancel, in equation (22), the term (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X) = (j1φ)∗(T µA ∧ dnxµ)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1), that is to
say, to satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations (18).
The variation theorem is really useful especially in presence of symmetry. It allows to demonstrate the first Noether’s
theorem and to obtain a conserved quantity named current.
F. Lagrangian symmetries and Noether’s theorem
In Mechanics, a symmetry of a Lagrangian dynamical system is a diffeomorphism in the phase space of the system
(the tangent bundle) which leaves the Lagrangian invariant. It can be thought of being generated by a vector field
(say S). This leads to the following definition
Definition III.(i) An infinitesimal natural symmetry
Let ((E,M ;pi),L) be a Lagrangian system. An infinitesimal natural symmetry of the Lagrangian system is a vector
field S ∈ χ(E) such that its canonical prolongation leaves L invariant (vanishing Lie derivative)
L(j1S)L = 0.
If the vector field S ∈ χ(E) is an infinitesimal natural symmetry of the Lagrangian system ((E,M ;pi),L) then the
Poincaré-Cartan form is also invariant, i.e Lj1SΘL = 0. According to the first Noether’s theorem, the presence of
symmetries leads to conserved quantities. The main result is
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Theorem III.(j) The first Noether’s theorem
Let S ∈ χ(E) be an infinitesimal natural symmetry of the Lagrangian system ((E,M ;pi),L). Then, the n-form
J(S) := (j1S) yΘL is a constant (closed) form on the critical sections of the variational problem posed by L.
Proof. Let φ : M → E be a critical section of the variational problem, that is, according to the variation theorem (21)
(j1φ)∗ (W y dΘL) = 0, ∀W ∈ χ(J1E).
So, in one hand, for the choice W = j1S, we have (j1φ)∗
(
j1S y dΘL
)
= 0. Since L is invariant under S, we have, on
the other hand, the invariance of the Poincaré-Cartan form
0 = Lj1SΘL = d
(
j1S yΘL
)
+ j1S y dΘL.
Therefore, on a critical section
0 = (j1φ)∗Lj1SΘL
= (j1φ)∗
(
d
(
j1S yΘL
))
+((((
((((((j1φ)∗
(
j1S y dΘL
)
= (j1φ)∗
(
d
(
j1S yΘL
))
= d
[
(j1φ)∗
(
j1S yΘL
)]
and the result, d(j1φ)∗J(S) = 0, follows.
For critical sections φ of the variational problem posed by L, the expression (j1φ)∗J(S) is called Noether’s current
associated with S.
IV. LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM WITH LIE GROUP
To obtain the preceding results, the vector field of variation (say Z) needed to be lifted (j1Z). This was handled
by considering the canonical contact form given in coordinates by θ = (dyA − vAµ dxµ)⊗ ~∂A (see subsection III B and
appendix B).
What happens if we now consider a principal bundle where the fiber is a Lie group? What are the expressions of
the contact form θ and the lift of a vector field in this context? What does become of the Euler-Lagrange equations
of motion and what about the Poincaré-Cartan form ΘL ? If all these questions had an answer then the Noether’s
theorem would give a new expression of an invariant current along solutions.
To every Lie group G, a Lie algebra g is associated, whose underlying vector space is the tangent space of G
at the identity element, which completely captures the local structure of the group. Since each velocity can then
be translated to g, the Lie algebra is used in the 1-jet bundle definition and the specific canonical contact form is
expressed using the Maurer-Cartan form - the lift of a vector field is adapted accordingly and allows us to apply the
principle of least action for a reduced Lagrangian densities. The reduction is due to symmetry induced by the Lie
group action.
Thus, in the followings (and it is the main interest of this article), the Poincaré-Cartan and multi-symplectic forms
are obtained naturally for a principal G bundle by mimicking, step by step, the construction made in the section III
for standard Lagrangian formalism. It allows to formulate the Euler-Poincaré equations of motion and leads to
a Noether’s current defined in the dual Lie algebra in order to study dynamical systems using field theories with
symmetry.
A. Principal G-bundle, left invariant bases and canonical contact form
Let consider now a principal G bundle pi : E → M with structure group G. An element of the bundle is written
p = (xµ, yA) where g = (y1, y2, . . . , yN ) belongs to the group G, (µ = 1, . . . , n+ 1 and A = 1, . . . , N). Let ~eA, be the
left-invariant basis on TG obtained by left translation TeLg from the identity e of the vectors ~∂A
~eA = TeLg(~∂A).
Considering this left-invariant basis, if a section φ is a representative of a point p¯ = (xµ, yA, ξAµ ) of the 1-jet bundle
J1E over p = (xµ, yA), then we have ξAµ = λA
∣∣
p (
∂φ
∂xµ ) (to be more precise (j
1φ)∗(ξAµ ) = λ
A
∣∣
p (
∂φ
∂xµ )). Here, the form
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λA is the Maurer-Cartan 1-form: dual basis of the left-invariant basis ~eA defined by λA(~eB) = δAB . The computation
of the contact form gives in this context ϑp¯ = ϑA ⊗ ~eA with
ϑA = λA − ξAµ dxµ (23)
The basis associated with the velocity coordinates, ξAµ , will be denoted ~a
µ
A and its dual basis dξ
A
µ .
B. Jet prolongation of vector fields: the lift
Using Lie groups and Lie algebras, the lift of vectors fields requires now to consider the variation of the Maurer-
Cartan form λ = λA ⊗ ~eA involved in the contact form (23). It should be notice that this difficulty is not encounter
without Lie group considerations: instead of λA, the previous contact form (17) involves only the invariant 1-form
dyA. Using the same geometric definition as presented in section III C (and detailed in the appendix B 2), the one-jet
prolongation mainly differs by a Lie bracket term from the standard formalism (Prop. III.(f))
Proposition IV.(a) One-jet prolongation (or lift) of vector fields with Lie groups
Choosing a left representation, i.e. using the basis
(
~∂µ ~eA ~aµA
)
of TJ1E, let Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~eA be a vector field of
χ(E). Its one-jet prolongation on TJ1E, at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, ξAµ ), is the vector field
j1Z = αµ~∂µ + β
A~eA +
(
∂ΞA
∂xµ
+ ξCµ T
B
C
∂ΞA
∂yB
+
[
ξµ,β
]A) ~aµA with ΞA = j1Z yϑA = βA − ξAν αν , (24)
where TBC = dy
B(~eC) (see app. F for the change of basis between ~∂B and ~eC).
All the details of the calculus are given in appendix D.
C. Reduced Lagrangian, Euler Poincaré equations and Poincaré-Cartan form
The reduced Lagrangian form is now written as
` = l(xµ, yA, ξAµ )ω, l ∈ C∞(J1E), ω ∈ Λn+1(M) (25)
in a natural local system (xµ, yA, ξAµ ) on J1E. This reduced Lagrangian is used in the Hamilton principle III.(e) with
the action functional A = ∫U (j1φ)∗`.
To obtain Euler’s equation and the Poincaré-Cartan form in this new context, the same procedure to that of the
preceding sections is used but this time the lift formula (proposition IV.(a)) is employed to compute δA (see appendix
E). Introducing the co-adjoint operator ad∗ such that(
pi,
[
ξµ,β
])
=
(
pi, adξµβ
)
=
(
ad∗ξµpi,β
)
, ∀pi ∈ g∗
the (Lagrangian) Poincaré-Cartan (n+ 1)-form must be written in coordinates
Θ` =
∂l
∂ξAµ
λA ∧ dnxµ −
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l
)
ω, (26)
in order to obtain a similar expression as (1) or (14). That is, ∀Z ∈ χ(E),
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z yΘ`
)− ∫
U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z y
(
ϑA ∧ ΓA
))
, (27)
with the Euler-Lagrange form
ΓA = d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
∧ dnxµ −
(
ad∗ξν
∂l
∂ξν
)
A
ω − TBA
∂l
∂yB
ω. (28)
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It obviously furnishes the equations of motion (j1φ)∗ (ΓA) = 0, named Euler-Poincaré equations, in other words,
∀A = 1, . . . , N
∂
∂xµ
∂l
∂ξAµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
−
(
ad∗ξµ
∂l
∂ξµ
)
A
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
− TBA
∂l
∂yB
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0. (29)
The Legendre transformation with new variables follows in a natural way as it appears clearly in (26)
piµA =
∂l
∂ξAµ
, h =
∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l. (30)
The Lagrangian Poincaré-Cartan (n + 2)-form (or pre-multisymplectic) Ω` in J1E is then introduced from the
convenient expression Θ` = ∂£∂ξAµ ϑ
A ∧ dnxµ + `, that is (see end of appendix E)
Ω` = −dΘ` =
(
ϑA ∧ ΓA + ∂l
∂ξAµ
[ϑ,ϑ]
A
)
∧ dnxµ. (31)
Remark A more intricate expression can also be obtained without using the contact and Euler-Lagrange forms,
Ω` =
(
λA ∧ d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
+
∂l
∂ξAµ
[λ,λ]
A
)
∧ dnxµ +
(
ξAµ d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
− TBA
∂l
∂yB
λA
)
∧ ω.
As it can be seen in (31), the (n+2)-form Ω` vanishes along critical section j1φ since it is proportional to the contact
form ϑ and the Euler-Lagrange form Γ. So, the variation theorem for reduced problems is essentially the same as
III.(g)
Theorem IV.(b) Variation theorem (for reduced problems)
The following assertions regarding a section φ of the bundle pi : E →M are equivalent
(i) φ is a stationary point of the reduced action functional A = ∫U (j1φ)∗`;
(ii) the Euler–Poincaré equations (29) hold in coordinates ;
(iii) for any vector field W on J1E
(j1φ)∗(W yΩ`) = 0; (32)
where j1φ is a holonomic section.
D. Noether’s theorem for reduced Lagrangian systems
1. Infinitesimal symmetries
For the particular case where the group G acts on itself, by a left action with m ∈ G
Lm : G→ G
g 7→m ◦ g
and leaves the reduced Lagrangian ` (25) invariant, an infinitesimal generator can be defined. Lets take a curve
m(s) = exp(ηs) through the identity at s = 0 with tangent vector η. It gives rise to the curve g(s) = m(s) ◦ g and,
from a section φ, to a family of sections φs = m(s) ◦ φ. By definition, the infinitesimal generator vector field of the
left action, at point g, is given by Sη = dds
∣∣
s=0
g(s) which is the definition of the tangent map of the right action Rg
since
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
g(s) =
d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
(m(s) ◦ g) = d
ds
∣∣∣∣
s=0
Rg (m(s)) = TgR(η).
In other words, the infinitesimal generator Sη is the right invariant vector field XRη generated by η ∈ g. It coincides,
at any point g, with a left invariant vector field XLψ where ψ is related to η by the adjoint operator
η = Adgψ, or ψ = Adg−1η. (33)
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2. Noether current
If an infinitesimal natural symmetry, Sη, leaves the reduced Lagrangian invariant (i.e. Lj1Sη` = 0), the Noether’s
theorem III.(j) may be applied. That is to say that a Noether current Jη = j1Sη yΘ` can be associated to each
η ∈ g using the Poincaré-Cartan form Θ`. The question is then to compute the prolongation j1Sη from Sη. Since the
proposition IV.(a) is obtained using the left invariant basis ~eA, the fundamental vector field Sη of symmetry has to
be expressed in this basis. As a right invariant vector field, it has constant coordinates on the right basis
Sη = η
A ~eA = X
R
η ,
(from now on, right (resp. left) invariant basis are denoted by ~e (resp. ~e)). So, in the left basis ~eA we have
Sη = X
L
ψ = ψ
A~eA = (Adg−1η)A~eA,
according to the fact that ψ and η are related by the adjoint operator (33). The prolongation j1Sη can then be
written
j1Sη = (Adg−1η)A~eA + γAµ ~a
µ
A,
for γAµ given in proposition IV.(a). Its contraction with the Poincaré-Cartan form Θ` given in (26) is then
Jη = j
1Sη yΘ`
=
∂l
∂ξAµ
λA(j1Sη)d
nxµ −
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l
)
ω(j1Sη)
=
∂l
∂ξAµ
(Adg−1η)Adnxµ =
(
piµA, (Adg−1η)
A
)
dnxµ
=
(
(Ad∗g−1pi
µ)A, ηA
)
dnxµ = (Π
µ,η) dnxµ ∀η.
It allows to define a Noether current n-form
J = Πµdnxµ (34)
by stating Jη = (J,η). Here we recognize the right momentum Πµ = Ad∗g−1piµ expressed from the left momentum
piµA =
∂l
∂ξAµ
. The n-form J is constant (closed) on the critical sections of the variational problem posed by ` which gives
the balance law
0 = d[(j1φ)∗J ] = (j1φ)∗dJ =
∂Πµ
∂xµ
ω ⇔
∑
µ
∂Πµ
∂xµ
= 0. (35)
E. Example: nonlinear model for Reissner Beam
The Reissner beam is one of the simplest mechanical (acoustical) system that can be treated in the context of
mechanics with symmetry. The Lie group SE(3) (Special Euclidean Group) is used to handle the symmetry of the
system and is also a manifold on which the dynamic of the beam can be described.
1. Reissner kinematics
A beam of length L, with cross-sectional area A and mass per unit volume ρ is considered. Following the Reissner
kinematics, each section of the beam is supposed to be a rigid body. The beam configuration can be described by a
position r(s, t) and a rotation R(s, t) of each section. The coordinate s corresponds to the position of the section in
a reference configuration Σ0 (see figure 3).
Any material point of the beam which is located at x(s, 0) = r(s, 0) + w0 = sE1 + w0 in the reference configuration
(t = 0) has a new position (at time t) x(s, t) = r(s, t) + R(s, t)w0. In other words, the current configuration of the
beam Σt is completely described by a map(
x(s, t)
1
)
=
(
R(s, t) r(s, t)
0 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
H(s,t)
(
w0
1
)
, R ∈ SO(3), r ∈ R3, (36)
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FIG. 3. Reference and current configuration of a beam. Each section, located at position s in the reference configuration Σ0,
is parametrized by a translation r(s, t) ∈ R3 and a rotation R(s, t) ∈ SO(3) in the current configation Σt.
where the matrix H(s, t) is an element of the Lie group SE(3) = SO(3)×R3, where SO(3) is the group of rotation
in R3. As a consequence, to any motion of the beam corresponds a function (a section of the principal G bundle)
H(s, t) of the (scalar) independent variables s and t.
Using the reduction procedure, the tangent vectors, ∂H∂s and
∂H
∂t , to the group SE(3) at the point H, are lifted
to the Lie-algebra. The general definition, through the Maurer-Cartan form λ, is somewhat technical, but in the
case of matrix groups this process is simply a multiplication by the inverse matrix H−1. Using the left invariant
representation, this operation gives rise to the definition of two vectors in the Lie algebra g = se(3) ' R6
ˆL(s, t) = H
−1(s, t)
∂H
∂s
(s, t) 7→ L (37)
χˆL(s, t) = H
−1(s, t)
∂H
∂t
(s, t) 7→ χL, (38)
which describe the deformations and the velocities of the beam. Assuming a linear stress-strain relation, those
definitions allow to define a reduced Langrangian by the difference of kinetic and potential energy Ec − Ep, with
Ec(χL) =
∫ L
0
1
2
χTLJχLds, and Ep(L) =
∫ L
0
1
2
(L − 0)TC(L − 0)ds,
where J and C are matrix of inertia and Hooke tensor respectively. The deformation of the initial configuration
corresponds to ˆ0 = H−1(s, 0)∂H∂s (s, 0). The reduced Lagrangian form yields
` = l(χL, L)ω =
1
2
(
χTLJχL − (L − 0)TC(L − 0)
)
ds ∧ dt.
2. Equations of motion
Applying the Hamilton principle to the left invariant Lagrangian ` leads to the Euler-Poincaré equation
∂sσL − ad∗LσL + ∂tpiL − ad∗χLpiL = 0, (39)
where the momenta are given by σL = ∂l∂L = −C(L − 0) and piL = ∂l∂χL = JχL. The compatibility condition
∂sχL − ∂tL = adχLL, (40)
is obtained by differentiating (37) and (38) and gives a well-posed problem. It is a particular case of the Maurer-
Cartan equation dλ + [λ,λ] = 0 (see also (D8)). Furthermore, it should be noted that the operators ad and ad∗ in
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eq. (39)
ad∗(ω,v)(m,p) = (m× ω + p× v,p× ω), (ω,v) ∈ g, (m,p) ∈ g∗ (41)
ad(ω1,v1)(ω2,v2) = (ω1 × ω2,ω1 × v2 − ω2 × v1), (42)
depend only on the group SE(3) and not on the choice of the particular "metric" ` that has been chosen to describe
the physical problem.
Equations (39) and (40) are written in material or left invariant form (L subscript). Spatial or right invariant
version exists also (R subscript). In this case, right variables are introduced by
ˆR(s, t) =
∂H
∂s
(s, t)H−1(s, t) 7→ R (43)
χˆR(s, t) =
∂H
∂t
(s, t)H−1(s, t) 7→ χR, (44)
and (39) leads to the conservation law
∂sσR + ∂tpiR = 0 (45)
where σR = Ad∗H−1σL and piR = Ad
∗
H−1piL. The Ad
∗ map for SE(3) is
Ad∗H−1(m,p) = (Rm + r× Rp,Rp). (46)
Compatibility condition (40) becomes
∂sχR − ∂tR = adRχR. (47)
Equations (39) and (40) (or alternatively (45) and (47)) provide the exact non linear Reissner beam model.
3. Noether current for the Reissner beam
In that case, the dimension of the base space M is n+ 1 = 2 and the volume form is given by ω = ds ∧ dt. So,
d1xs = ∂s y (ds ∧ dt) = dt
d1xt = ∂t y (ds ∧ dt) = −ds,
which give, according to (34), the Noether current (1-form)
J = σRdt− piRds.
The balance law, already given by (45), is also obtained using (35) since the pullback (j1φ)∗dJ = (∂sσR + ∂tpiR)ω
vanishes.
V. COVARIANT OR MULTI-SYMPLECTIC HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM
In this section, an intrinsic covariant (also named multi-symplectic) Hamiltonian formalism is developped using
the covariant Legendre transformation for L. This is a general discussion that will be adapted in the next section to
principal G-bundles.
A. Elements for the covariant Hamiltonian formalism
The Legendre transformation is a fiber-preserving map between the Jet-bundle and its dual FL : J1E → J1E∗
which has the coordinate expressions (see also (16))
pµA =
∂£
∂vAµ
, H =
∂£
∂vAµ
vAµ −£ (48)
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for the multimomenta pµA and the covariant Hamiltonian H. In that circunstancies, the Cartan form ΘL (15) (resp.
the multi-symplectic form ΩL = −dΘL (20)) appears to be the pulling back of a corresponding form ΘH (resp. ΩH)
on J1E∗
ΘL = FL∗ΘH (resp. ΩL = FL∗ΩH).
In coordinates, it yields
ΘH = p
µ
Ady
A ∧ dnxµ −Hω (49)
ΩH = dyA ∧ dpµA ∧ dnxµ + dH ∧ ω. (50)
Following Marsden [15], sections in the dual space J1E∗ are introduced by the definition
Definition V.(a) Conjugate (dual) section
Let φ be a section of the fiber bundle pi : E → M and j1φ its first jet. A section j˜1φ of J1E∗ is called conjugate to
j1φ if
j˜1φ = FL ◦ j1φ.
In this case, we say that j˜1φ is holonomic.
With this definition, the variation theorem III.(g) is modified to:
Theorem V.(b) Dual variation theorem
If the Legendre transformation FL : J1E → J1E∗ is a fiber diffeomorphism over E, the following assertions regarding
a section φ of the bundle pi : E →M are equivalent
1. φ is a stationary point of
∫
U (j˜
1φ)∗L;
2. the De Donder-Weyl equations (53) hold in coordinates;
3. j˜1φ is a Hamiltonian section for H, that is to say that for any vector field W in χ(J1E∗)
(j˜1φ)∗(W yΩH) = 0 (51)
B. De Donder-Weyl equations
Let us compute (51) according to the multi-symplectic form ΩH given by formula (50)
W yΩH = W y (Ω∗ + dH ∧ ω) , ∀W ∈ χ(J1E∗)
upon introducing the canonical multi-symplectic (n+ 2)-form
Ω∗ = Ωµ ∧ dnxµ = dyA ∧ dpµA ∧ dnxµ. (52)
To this end, the test vector W is written W = Wν~∂ν + . . . which gives ω(W ) = Wνdnxν = dxν(W )dnxν and dH is
expressed using its partial derivatives: dH = ∂H∂xµ dx
µ + ∂H
∂yA
dyA + ∂H
∂pµA
dpµA. Futhermore, as we define d
nxµ = ∂xµ yω
and dn−1xµν = ∂xν y dnxµ (see appendix I), the expression W yΩH, may then be factorized to
W yΩH = −
(
dH ∧ dnxν − ∂H
∂xν
ω − Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
dxν(W )
+
(
dpµA ∧ dnxµ +
∂H
∂yA
ω
)
dyA(W )
−
(
dyA ∧ dnxµ − ∂H
∂pµA
ω
)
dpµA(W )
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for any test vector W on χ(J1E∗). The pull-back by j˜1φ yields the De Donder-Weyl equations
(j˜1φ)∗
(
dH ∧ dnxν − ∂H∂xν ω − Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
= 0 (a)
(j˜1φ)∗
(
dpµA ∧ dnxµ + ∂H∂yAω
)
= 0 (b)
(j˜1φ)∗
(
dyA ∧ dnxµ − ∂H∂pµAω
)
= 0 (c)
(53)
The first equation surprisingly does not appear in the literature, whether in [16], or in [17] or even in [18], where it
seems that the same computation has been done. Following E. Cartan, we are convinced not to neglect this equation
as it describes the energy balance.
C. The way to the bracket
The dual variation theorem V.(b) may be written in another way. Let us consider a (n + 1)-vector field
◦
X = (X1, · · · , Xn+1) tangent to the optimal section j˜1φ. That is, for each µ, Xµ = T j˜1φ(~∂µ). The pullback (51) is
by definition
0 = (j˜1φ)∗(W yΩH)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1) = (W yΩH)(
◦
X) = ΩH(W,
◦
X), ∀W ∈ χ(J1E∗).
So, we have
◦
X yΩH = 0, that is also (since Ω∗(W,
◦
X) = (−1)n+1Ω∗(
◦
X,W )),
◦
X yΩ∗ = (−1)n (dH ∧ ω) (. ,
◦
X). (54)
Introducing the 1-forms DH (see app.G), T µA , and θAH, such that
DH = dH− ∂H∂xα dxα − Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dxα (a)
T µA = dpµA + 1n+1 ∂H∂yA dxµ (b)
θAH = dy
A − ∂H
∂pµA
dxµ (c)
(55)
where θAH is the Hamilton version of the contact form (17), the de Donder-Weyl equations (53) can be written
DH(Xµ) = 0 ∀µ (a)
T µA (Xµ) = 0 sum over µ,∀A (b)
θAH(Xµ) = 0 ∀µ,∀A (c)
(56)
Using the lemma G.(a), the right hand size of (54) may be evaluted using the 1-form DH to give
(dH ∧ ω) (.,
◦
X) = (DH ∧ ω) (.,
◦
X) = DH+ (−1)αDH(Xα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
ω(.,
◦ˆ
Xα) = DH.
And thus equation (54) yields
◦
X yΩ∗ = (−1)nDH, (57)
where a calculus (see app. G) shows that
DH(W ) = Xµ yΩµ(W v) =
(
∂H
∂yA
θAH +
∂H
∂pµA
T µA
)
(W v) = dH(W v), ∀W = wαXα +W v ∈ χ(J1E∗).
The formulation (57) suggests to use the canonical multi-symplectic form Ω∗ given in (52) as a replacement for the
standard symplectic form as it essentially differs from classical mechanics by the 1-form
Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dx
α
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which has no component in dyA nor in dpµA. For Hamiltonians that do not depend explicitly on base variables xα
( ∂H∂xα ≡ 0), F. Hélein in [18] rewrites (57) as
◦
X yΩ∗ = (−1)ndH mod dxα, (58)
where “mod dxα” means that the equality holds between the coefficients of dyA and dpµA in both sides. F. Hélein
mentions that "this relatively naive description deserves some critics since equation (58) holds only “mod dxα”, which
is not very aesthetic: this reflects a disymmetry between the space-time variables and the field component variables.
This critic can be cured by adding to the set of variable (x, y, p) a further variable e ∈ R, canonically conjugate to the
space-time volume form ω" [18]. Once again, following E. Cartan, we would prefer to consider the energy balance (56)
(a), which specifies that tangent vectors to the critical section φ belong to the kernel of the 1-form DH.
VI. HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM FOR PRINCIPAL G-BUNDLES
A. Legendre transformation
The covariant Legendre transformation for ` is now constructed as it appears clearly in the Poincaré-Cartan form
(26). It is a fiber-preserving map between the Jet-bundle and its dual FL : J1E → J1E∗ which has the coordinate
expressions
piµA =
∂l
∂ξAµ
, h =
∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l (59)
for the multimomenta piµA and the covariant reduced Hamiltonian h. In this circumstance, the Cartan form Θ` (resp.
Ω`) appears to be the pulling back of a corresponding form Θh (resp. Ωh) on J1E∗
Θ` = FL∗Θh (resp. Ω` = FL∗Ωh),
that is
Θh = pi
µ
Aλ
A ∧ dnxµ − hω (60)
Ωh =
(
λA ∧ dpiµA + piµA [λ,λ]A
)
∧ dnxµ + dh ∧ ω, (61)
using the Maurer-Cartan equation dλ+ [λ,λ] = 0 (also named zero curvature equation in the literature).
B. De Donder-Weyl equations
Using the same computation as in the previous section, equation (51), i.e. (j˜1φ)∗(W yΩh) = 0, is expressed
according to the multi-symplectic form Ωh used for reduced problems given by formula (61). To this purpose, the
canonical multi-symplectic (n+ 2)-form
Ω∗h = Ω
µ
h ∧ dnxµ =
(
λA ∧ dpiµA + piµA [λ,λ]A
)
∧ dnxµ, (62)
is introduced to obtain the reduced De Donder-Weyl equations (let us say De Donder-Weyl-Poincaré equations)
j˜1φ∗
[
dh ∧ dnxν − ∂h∂xν ω − Ω
µ
h ∧ dn−1xµν
]
= 0 (a)
j˜1φ∗
[(
dpiµA − (ad∗λpiµ)A + 1n+1TBA ∂h∂yB dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
= 0 (b)
j˜1φ∗
[(
λA − ∂h∂piνA dx
ν
)
∧ dnxµ
]
= 0 (c).
(63)
Note that the last equation is the inverse Legendre transformation. The second equation is the Hamiltonian form of
Euler-Poincaré equation (29) with TAB = dy
A(~eB). It may be written in a more convenient form as
∂piµA
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣
j˜1φ
− (ad∗∂h
∂piµ
piµ)A
∣∣∣∣
j˜1φ
+ TBA
∂h
∂yB
∣∣∣∣
j˜1φ
= 0. (64)
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A right invariant Halmitonian version can also be obtained as (change of sign in the co-adjoint term)
∂ΠµA
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
+ (ad∗∂h′
∂Πµ
Πµ)A
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
+ T˜BA
∂h′
∂yB
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0, (65)
where the Hamiltonian h′ is expressed with right multi-momentum Π and right velocity χ ∈ g (see also appendix F
for details about the change of basis given by operators TAB and T˜
A
B ).
The De Donder-Weyl-Poincaré equations (63) suggest to introduce the reduced 1-forms Dh, τµA, and θ
A
h , such that
Dh = dh− ∂h∂xα dxα − Ω
µ
h(Xν , Xα)dx
α (a)
τµA = dpi
µ
A − (ad∗λpiµ)A + 1n+1TBA ∂h∂yB dxµ (b)
ϑAh = λ
A − ∂h∂piνA dx
ν (c)
(66)
where ϑAh is the Hamilton version of the reduced contact form (23). These forms vanish on vectors Xµ tangent to the
crital section j1φ 
Dh(Xµ) = 0 ∀µ (a)
τµA(Xµ) = 0 sum over µ,∀A (b)
ϑAh (Xµ) = 0 ∀µ,∀A (c)
(67)
Again equation (51) of the variation theorem may be formulated as
◦
X yΩ∗h = (−1)nDh, (68)
using the canonical multi-symplectic form Ω∗h. For any test vector W = wαXα +W
v ∈ χ(J1E∗)
Dh(W ) = TBA
∂h
∂yB
λA(W v) +
∂h
∂piαA
dpiαA(W
v) = dh(W v).
C. Hamiltonian form of Noether conservation law
In this section, it will be established that the right Euler-Poincaré equation (65) is the conservation law for left
invariant Lagrangian problems (and conversely: left EP equation (64) for right invariant Lagrangian). In the sequel, it
is convenient to introduce the right invariant Maurer-Cartan form ρ dual to the right-invariant basis ~eA: ρA( ~eB) = δAB .
That is, if the point p¯ = (xµ, yA, χAµ ) of the 1-jet bundle J1E is over the point p = (xµ, yA) ∈ E then it exists a
section φ representative of that point such that χAµ = ρA(
∂φ
∂xµ ).
1. Symmetric vector field
If now, we consider a vector field of symmetry. To be more precise, if the Lagrangian density is invariant under the
left action of a Lie group (left invariant Lagrangian), we consider a right invariant vector field Sη = ηA ~eA with constant
vector η in the Lie-algebra g. This vector field has, according to (24), an extension at the point (xµ, yA, χAµ ) ∈ J1E
j1Sη = η
A ~eA −
[
χµ,η
]A ~aµA (69)
in the basis
(
~∂µ ~eA ~a
µ
A
)
(note that the minus sign is due to the right invariant vector field and the formula (24) is
for left invariance). The reduced Lagrangian is expressed using the right invariant basis as
`′ = l′(xµ, gA, χAµ )ω, l
′ ∈ C∞(J1E), ω ∈ Λn+1(M). (70)
By symmetry its Lie derivative vanishes: Lj1Sη`
′ = 0, that is j1Sη yd`′+d(j1Sη y l′ω) = 0. This means d`′(j1Sη) = 0,
since j1S is a pi-vertical vector field (no component on ~∂µ).
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2. Conservation law
So, using the symmetry d`′(j1Sη) = 0 which is also dl′(j1Sη) = 0 and with change of basis, we have
0 = dl′(j1Sη) =
(
∂l′
∂xµ
dxµ +
∂l′
∂yA
dyA +
∂l′
∂χAµ
dχAµ
)
(j1Sη)
=
∂l′
∂yA
dyA(j1Sη) +
∂l′
∂χAµ
dχAµ (j
1Sη)
=
∂l′
∂yA
T˜AB ρ
B(j1Sη)− ∂l
′
∂χAµ
[
χµ,η
]A
, by lift (69)
=
∂l′
∂yA
T˜AB η
B −ΠAµ
[
χµ,η
]A
, by Legendre transf.
=
(
− ∂h
′
∂yB
T˜BA − (ad∗χµΠ
µ)A
)
ηA, since
∂l′
∂yB
= − ∂h
′
∂yB
for all η, that is (ad∗χµΠ
µ)A = − ∂h′
∂yB
T˜BA . So, these two terms annihilate each other in the de Donder equation (65).
That gives the conservation law ∂Π
A
µ
∂xµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0 which was already obtained before in (35). It appears that, with left-
invariant Lagrangians, the first Noether theorem III.(j) can be formulated by the right formulation of the Hamilton-
Poincaré equation of motion (65).
3. Noether’s current
Two possibilities are available using the left or right representation of the dual Lie-algebra g∗.
Left The Noether’s current is computed by contracting the Hamiltonian version (60) of the Poincaré-Cartan form
with a left expression of the symmetric vector field
j1Sη = adg−1ηA~eA + γAµ ~a
µ
A
for some γ. It gives
j1Sη yΘh =
(
piµAλ
A ∧ dnxµ − hω
)
(j1Sη)
= piµA(adg−1η)
Adnxµ =
(
piµ, adg−1η
)
dnxµ
J∗L η =
(
ad∗g−1pi
µ,η
)
dnxµ = (J
∗
L,η) .
That is
J∗L = ad
∗
g−1pi
µdnxµ. (71)
Right The right version is obtained by contracting the Hamiltonian Poincaré-Cartan form (right version Θh′ =
ΠµAρ
A ∧ dnxµ − h′ω) with a right expression of the symmetric vector field (69). It gives
j1Sη yΘh′ =
(
ΠµAρ
A ∧ dnxµ − h′ω
)
(j1Sη)
= ΠAµ η
Adnxµ
J∗R η = (Π
µ,η) dnxµ = (J
∗
R,η) .
Note that this result was already obtained in (34), i.e.
J∗R = Π
µdnxµ. (72)
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Lagrangian
Euler-Lagrange
d
dt
(
∂£
∂q˙
)
− ∂£
∂q
= 0
Contact form θ = dq − q˙dt
Poincaré-Cartan Θ£ =
∂£
∂q˙
dq −
(
∂£
∂q˙
q˙ −£
)
dt
Symplectic Ω = −dΘ£
Legendre ↓
{
p = ∂£
∂q˙
H = ∂£
∂q˙
q˙ −£ ↑
{
q˙ = ∂H
∂p
£ = ∂H
∂p
p−H
Hamiltonian
Hamilt. eqs

dH(X) = ∂H
∂t
p˙ = − ∂H
∂q
q˙ = ∂H
∂p
Contact form θ = dq − ∂H
∂t
dt
Poincaré-Cartan ΘH = pdq −Hdt
Symplectic Ω = dq ∧ dp+ dH ∧ dt
Variation Th. LXΩ = 0, ∀X tangent to trajectories
Poisson Canonical form Ω
∗ = dq ∧ dp
Hamilt. vector fields X yΩ∗ = dH
TABLE I. Principal results of the Cartan’s lesson: symplectic case
Lagrangian
Euler-Lagrange ∂
∂xµ
∂£
∂vAµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
− ∂£
∂yA
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0, A = 1, . . . , N.
Contact form θp¯ = (dyA − vAµ dxµ)⊗ ~∂A
Poincaré-Cartan ΘL = ∂£∂vAµ dy
A ∧ dnxµ −
(
∂£
∂vAµ
vAµ −£
)
ω
Multi-symplectic ΩL = −dΘ£
Legendre ↓
p
µ
A =
∂£
∂vAµ
H = ∂£
∂vAµ
vAµ −£
↑
v
A
µ =
∂H
∂p
µ
A
£ = ∂H
∂p
µ
A
pµA −H
Hamiltonian
de Donder Weyl

(j˜1φ)∗
(
dH ∧ dnxν − ∂H∂xν ω − Ω
µ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
= 0 (a)
(j˜1φ)∗
(
dpµA ∧ dnxµ + ∂H∂yAω
)
= 0 (b)
(j˜1φ)∗
(
dyA ∧ dnxµ − ∂H∂pµ
A
ω
)
= 0 (c)
de DW forms

DH = dH− ∂H
∂xα
dxα − Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dxα (a)
T µA = dpµA + 1n+1 ∂H∂yA dxµ (b)
θAH = dy
A − ∂H
∂p
µ
A
dxµ (c)
Contact form θp¯ = (dyA − ∂H∂pµ
A
dxµ)⊗ ~∂A
Poincaré-Cartan ΘH = pµAdy
A ∧ dnxµ −Hω
Multi-symplectic ΩH = dyA ∧ dpµA ∧ dnxµ + dH ∧ ω
Variation Th. (j1φ)∗(W yΩL) = 0, ∀W ∈ χ(J1E)
Poisson Canonical form Ω
∗ = Ωµ ∧ dnxµ = dyA ∧ dpµA ∧ dnxµ
Ham. multi vector
◦
X yΩ∗ = (−1)nDH
TABLE II. Principal results in the Multi-symplectic case with jet bundle J1E
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Lagrangian
Euler-Poincaré ∂
∂xµ
∂l
∂ξAµ
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
−
(
ad∗ξµ
∂l
∂ξµ
)A ∣∣∣∣
j1φ
− TBA ∂l∂yB
∣∣∣∣
j1φ
= 0
Contact form ϑ|p¯ = (λA − ξAµ dxµ)⊗ ~eA
Poincaré-Cartan Θ` = ∂l∂ξAµ λ
A ∧ dnxµ −
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l
)
ω
Multi-symplectic Ω` = −dΘ`
Legendre ↓
pi
µ
A =
∂l
∂ξAµ
h = ∂l
∂ξAµ
ξAµ − l
↑
ξ
A
µ =
∂h
∂pi
µ
A
l = ∂h
∂pi
µ
A
piµA − h
Hamiltonian
de Donder Weyl

j˜1φ∗
[
dh ∧ dnxν − ∂h∂xν ω − Ω
µ
h ∧ dn−1xµν
]
= 0 (a)
j˜1φ∗
[(
dpiµA − (ad∗λpiµ)A + 1n+1TBA ∂h∂yB dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
= 0 (b)
j˜1φ∗
[(
λA − ∂h
∂piν
A
dxν
)
∧ dnxµ
]
= 0 (c)
de DW forms

Dh = dh− ∂h
∂xα
dxα − Ωµh(Xν , Xα)dxα (a)
τµA = dpi
µ
A − (ad∗λpiµ)A + 1n+1TBA ∂h∂yB dxµ (b)
ϑAh = λ
A − ∂h
∂piν
A
dxν (c)
Contact form ϑp¯ = (λA − ∂h∂piν
A
dxν)⊗ ~∂A
Poincaré-Cartan Θh = piµAλ
A ∧ dnxµ − hω
Multi-symplectic Ωh =
(
λA ∧ dpiµA + piµA [λ,λ]A
)
∧ dnxµ + dh ∧ ω
Variation Th. (j˜1φ)∗(W yΩh) = 0, ∀W ∈ χ(J1E)
Poisson Canonical form Ω
∗
h = Ω
µ
h ∧ dnxµ =
(
λA ∧ dpiµA + piµA [λ,λ]A
)
∧ dnxµ
Ham. multi vector
◦
X yΩ∗h = (−1)nDh
TABLE III. Principal results in the Multi-symplectic case with principal G bundle
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VII. CONCLUSION
The main interest of this study is to obtain a way to formulate a field theory adapted to wave propagation including
nonlinearities and symmetries. The covariant formulation is an alternative to avoid infinite dimensional configuration
spaces giving to time and space the same signification. In modern geometry, this is characterized by bundles with
multi-dimensional bases (time and space variables). The symmetric aspect is taken into account using Lie groups as
configuration spaces.
Those two considerations may bring up the level of difficulties of the theory, thus Cartan’s ideas are used as a guide
to obtained all the needed elements from the contact form to the conserved quantities through Hamiltonian vector
fields and equations of motion.
This process is done in two steps: firstly, the Cartan’s lesson is extended from one independent variable to several
ones - from symplectic to multi-symplectic; secondly, a Lie group action is considered leading to a reduction procedure.
Three tables (I, II and III) summarize the main results in order to make it possible a comparison between these
apparently different formalisms, emphasizing the conceptual connections between them.
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Appendix A: Geometric elements for the Cartan’s lesson
Let consider a variation of a curve q(t) given by a mapping q(ε, t) as illustrated in fig.(4). Let Z be the vector field
along the direction of variation. Its pushforward Z˜ = (q−1)∗Z may be written as any vector field Z˜ = z1 ∂∂ε + z2
∂
∂t in
the basis ( ∂∂ε ,
∂
∂t ) for some components. Upon using the duality property of the base vector dε
(
∂
∂ε
)
= 1, dt
(
∂
∂t
)
= 1
and dε
(
∂
∂t
)
= dt
(
∂
∂ε
)
= 0, these components, written as
dε(Z˜) = dε
(
z1
∂
∂ε
+ z2
∂
∂t
)
= z1
dt(Z˜) = dt
(
z1
∂
∂ε
+ z2
∂
∂t
)
= z2,
rely on an arbitrarily time parametrization.
To see that, let us consider, without loss of generality, that a normalized vector field verifying dε(Z˜) = 1 may be
obtained by choosing a mapping
T : U1 7→ U2
(α, τ) 7→ (, t)
such that
T (α, τ) =
{
 = α
t = t(α, τ) = tτ ()
for any time parametrization t = t(α, τ) = tτ () (see figure fig.(4)). Since Z˜ is generated by ~∂α throught the differential
dT by
Z˜ = dT (~∂α) =
{
d(~∂α) = dα(~∂α) = 1
dt(~∂α) =
(
∂t
∂αdα+
∂t
∂τ dτ
)
(~∂α) =
dtτ ()
d ,
it appears clearly that the second component dt(Z˜) = dtτdε is related to the time parametrization tτ (). So finally,
we have Z˜ = ∂∂ε +
dtτ
dε
∂
∂t . Evaluate the differential dq =
∂q
∂εdε +
∂q
∂tdt along this direction leads then to a general
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q(, t)
Q
T (α, τ)
FIG. 4. On top figures: Each virtual trajectory is parametrized by a vertical line in the "paramater spaces" (τ, α) or (t, ε). On
bottom: Varied trajectories on the configuration space Q. If an arbitrary time parametrization t = t(α, τ) = tτ () is allowed,
the vector field Z associated to variations is no longer aligned along the line of coordinates ε and we have Z = ∂q
∂ε
+ q˙ dtτ
dε
.
expression of the vector field in the configuration space
Z = dq(Z˜) =
∂q
∂ε
dε
(
∂
∂ε
+
dtτ
dε
∂
∂t
)
+
∂q
∂t
dt
(
∂
∂ε
+
dtτ
dε
∂
∂t
)
=
∂q
∂ε
+
∂q
∂t
dtτ
dε
=
∂q
∂ε
+ q˙dt(Z˜)
⇒ ∂q
∂ε
= dq(Z˜)− q˙dt(Z˜)
In the Cartan’s lesson, this is written, by abuse of notation
∂qε
∂ε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
= dq(Z)− q˙dt(Z), (A1)
Appendix B: Jet prolongation of vector fields
There are two ways to obtain the one-jet prolongation of vector fields given by (III.(f))
• using the invariance of the contact module,
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• saying that a contact transformation preserves the holonomicity.
1. Preservation of the contact module
Definition B.(a) Contact transformation
A local diffeomorphism T : J1E → J1E defines a contact transformation if it preserves the contact ideal, meaning
that if σ is any contact form on J1E, then T ∗σ is also a contact form.
Proposition B.(b)
The flow generated by a vector field j1Z on the jet space J1E forms a one-parameter group of contact transformations
if and only if the Lie derivative LJ1Z(σ) of any contact form σ preserves the contact ideal or module.
So, starting from a general vector field Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~∂A where αµ and βAdepend on (xµ, yA), and writing the jet
prolongation j1Z on the jet space J1E as
j1Z = αµ~∂µ + β
A~∂A + γ
A
µ
~∂µA,
the only problem is to calculate the coefficients γAµ .
Echeverria & al [14] traduce the preservation of the contact module using only the components θA = dyA − vAν dxν
of the contact form (12) by the fact that they must have
LJ1Z(θ
A) = ζABθ
B , ζAB ∈ C∞(J1E). (B1)
It is then straightforward, using the Cartan formula in the Lie derivative LJ1Z and identifying the different terms, to
obtain the 1-jet prolongation of Z given by proposition III.(f). However, the formulation in components (B1) doesn’t
appear to be clear for us. Thus, in the next section we propose a general and geometric definition for the lift of vector
fields.
2. Jet prolongation- geometrical definition
This section rely on another way to compute the one-jet prolongation of vector fields, defining
Definition B.(c) The contact transformation
A local diffeomorphism T : J1E → J1E defines a contact transformation if it maps holonomic sections to holonomic
ones.
So, starting from an arbitrary vector field Z ∈ χ(E), the problem is to extend it to j1Z ∈ χ(J1E). To do that, we
consider the transformation of a holonomic section, j1φ, with tangent vector X¯, that derives from a section φ of pi
with tangent vector X. The idea is then to obtain a equation for j1Z specifying that the transformed section is also
holonomic by checking the holonomic criteria θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = 0 (proposition III.(d)).
Nonetheless, this criteria uses elements of the one-jet bundle tangent space, X¯ ∈ χ(J1E), while the given data Z of
our problem belongs to TE. Even if this criteria may also be projected in TE, it involves a inconvenient differential
dj1φ since, using the tangent vector X ∈ TpE to the section φ, we can adapt the holonomic criteria to
θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = θ
∣∣∣
p¯
(
dj1φ ◦ dpi(X)) = 0. (B2)
However, this can be simplified by noting that the contact form, θp¯ = (dyA− vAµ dxµ)⊗ ~∂A, does not involve the form
dvAµ . Its evaluation along X¯ or along the natural extension at point p¯ of X = dpi1(X¯) given by X˜ = (X, 0) gives the
same result
θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = θ
∣∣
p¯(X˜) = θ
∣∣
p¯((X, 0)).
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Remark To be more precise, this property of the contact form θ may be expressed more intrinsically by
θ
∣∣
p¯ = pi
∗
vθ
∣∣
p¯, piv = ϕv ◦ pi1
where ϕv is a constant section of pi1 given by
ϕv : E → J1E
p 7→ ϕv(p) = (p,v) = p¯.
That is to say that θ is invariant by projection on specific hyper-planes of J1E.
Proof. On one hand, by definition, θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = d
V
p φ(dpi
1(X¯)) = dVp φ(X). On the other hand
pi∗vθ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = (ϕv ◦ pi1)∗θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯) = (pi
1)∗(ϕv)∗θ
∣∣
p¯(X¯)
= (ϕv)
∗θ
∣∣
p¯(dpi
1(X¯)) = θ
∣∣
p¯(dϕv(dpi
1(X¯)))
= θ
∣∣
p¯(dϕv(X)), since dpi
1(X¯) = X
= dVp φ(dpi
1 ◦ dϕv(X)) = dVp φ(X).
This property allows us to project the holonomic criteria (prop. III.(d)) on TE by defining
Definition B.(d) The holonomic map
Let p = (xµ, yA) be a point of E in a local system of coordinates, X be vector of TpE and θ be the canonical contact
form on J1E. The holonomic map is
Hol : TE → J1E
(p, X) 7→ p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ )
with v such that
θ
∣∣∣
p¯
((X, 0)) = 0 (or (ϕv)∗θ
∣∣
p¯(X) = 0). (B3)
And conversely,
Definition B.(e) The inverse holonomic map
Let p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ) be a point of J1E in a local system of coordinates. The inverse holonomic map is
Hol−1 : J1E → TE
p¯ 7→ (p, X)
with p = (xµ, yA) and X a vector of TpE such that
θ
∣∣∣
p¯
((X, 0)) = 0 (or (ϕv)∗θ
∣∣
p¯(X) = 0). (B4)
All this allows us to obtain the proposition
Proposition B.(f)
If X is a tangent vector to a section φ at point p ∈ E then the holonomic lifted section j1φ goes through the point
p¯ = Hol(p, X) of J1E.
According to this, the one-jet prolongation, j1Z, of Z can now be defined using the differential of the holonomic
map without referring to sections as
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Definition B.(g) One-jet prolongation of vector fields
Let p¯ ∈ J1E and (p, X) ∈ TpE such that (p, X) = Hol−1(p¯ ∈ J1E). The one-jet prolongation, j1Z at point p¯ of a
vector field Z ∈ χ(E) is the differential of the holonomic map dHol : TT(p,X)E → Tp¯J1E evaluated in the Z direction
j1Z = dHol(Z).
In practice the following algorithm is used
1. start from a given point p¯ ∈ J1E and a vector field Z over E,
2. compute (p, X) = Hol−1(p¯). This induces a field of (hyper)planes characterized by n+1 tangent and normalized
vector fields Xµ, representative of the point p¯
3. consider an integral curve C : R ⊃ I → TE of the one-parameter transformation group τZε along Z given by
ε 7→ (pε, Xεµ) = (τZε (p), Tp(τZε )(Xµ)), where the notation Tf(X) means the tangential map of f evaluated in
the direction X, also denoted f∗X pushforward of X by f .
4. use the Lie braket [Xµ, Z] to express Tp(τZε )(Xµ)
5. determine the curve ε 7→ p¯ε = Hol(pε, Xεµ)
6. compute the differential at point p¯ by the infinitesimal procedure
j1Z = lim
ε→0
p¯ε − p¯
ε
.
Let us see this algorithm in details.
Step (i) Let p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ) be a given point of J1E in a local system of coordinates and let Z ∈ χ(E) be a
vector field over E given by Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~∂A.
Step (ii) The inverse holonomic map B.(e) is used to compute the tangent vector fields representative of the point
p¯ by (p, X) = Hol−1(p¯), that is
θp¯((X, 0)) = 0⇔ dyA (X) = vAν dxν (X) . (B5)
It gives a field of (hyper)planes characterized by n+ 1 tangent vector fields. Without loss of generality, these vectors
can be normalized to
Xµ = ~∂µ + v
B
µ
~∂B , dx
ν (Xµ) = δ
ν
µ, (µ = 1, . . . , n, 0). (B6)
Obviously Xµ verifies (B5).
Step (iii) Let us consider an integral curve C of the one-parameter transformation group τZε along Z given by
C : R ⊃ I → E
ε 7→ (pε, Xεµ) = (τZε (p), Tp(τZε )(Xµ)).
Step (iv) This last procedure involves the bracket of vector fields. More precisely, the Lie derivative of the two
vector fields Xµ and Z, at point p, is given by (see [19], for example),
LZXµ = [Z,Xµ]
∣∣∣
p
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(
(τZε )
∗Xµ
∣∣
pε
)
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(
Tpε(τ
Z
−ε)(Xµ)
)
= lim
ε→0
Tpε(τ
Z
−ε)(Xµ)−Xµ
∣∣
p
ε
where pε = τZε (p). Evaluating this definition at point pε, one obtains a finite expansion of the tangent map of the
transformation τZε
Xεµ
∣∣
pε
= Tp(τ
Z
ε )(Xµ) = Xµ
∣∣
pε
+ ε [Xµ, Z]
∣∣
pε
+O(ε2). (B7)
Step (v) Using the definition B.(d), the curve ε 7→ p¯ε = Hol(pε, Xεµ) is obtained by solving
θp¯ε((X
ε
µ, 0)) = 0⇔ dyA
(
Xεµ
)
= (vε)
A
µdx
ν
(
Xεµ
)
. (B8)
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Step (vi) Using the finite expansion (B7) and tacking into account (B5) and (B6), the holonomic criteria (B8)
becomes (
(vε)
A
µ − vAµ
)
= ε θA
∣∣
p¯ε
([Xµ, Z]) +O(ε2), (B9)
where the contact form (17) is used again. This expansion furnishes the third component of the jet-prolongation, j1Z,
at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ )
γAµ = dv
A
µ (j
1Z) = lim
ε→0
(vε)
A
µ − vAµ
ε
= θA
∣∣
p¯([Xµ, Z]) = θ
A
∣∣
p¯(LXµZ). (B10)
This is another form of the proposition III.(f). This can be seen by inserting into (B10) the following computation of
the Lie bracket (where it is important to notice that the Xµ are defined for a fixed vBµ ). For an arbitrary function f
[Xµ, Z] f = XµZf − ZXµf = Xµ(αν~∂ν + βA~∂A)f − Z(~∂µ + vBµ ~∂B)f
= (~∂µ + v
B
µ
~∂B)(αν
∂f
∂xν
+ βA
∂f
∂yA
)− (αν~∂ν + βA~∂A)( ∂f
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂f
∂yB
)
=
(
∂αν
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂αν
∂yB
)
∂f
∂xν
+
(
∂βA
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂βA
∂yB
)
∂f
∂yA
.
Appendix C: The Hamilton principle: calculus of variations
This appendix is dedicated to obtain the Poincaré-Cartan form ΘL from the Hamilton principle (definition III.(e)).
In other words, to establish equation (14). This step is not a straightforward exercise since it consists
1. to formulate the Hamilton principle using a Lie derivative,
2. to use the Cartan formula and the lift of vector field,
3. to "integrate by part",
4. and to introduce into the boundary integral the contact form to reveal the Poincaré-Cartan form.
Following [14] in applying the Hamilton principle III.(e), we look for “stationary” action with respect to a diffeo-
morphism τZε : a local one-parameter transformation group associated to an arbitrary vector field Z ∈ χ(E). This
transformation induces a diffeomorphism τM : M → M on the basis M in such a way that the following diagram
commutes
J1E
j1τZε> J1E
E
pi1
∨ τZε > E
pi1
∨
M
pi
∨ τM
> M
pi
∨
Then, the variations of φ are given by a holonomic section φε = τZε ◦ φ ◦ τ−1M . Since these diffeomorphisms are
characterized by the following property j1φε = j1(τZε ◦ φ ◦ τ−1M ) = j1τZε ◦ j1φ ◦ τ−1M , the variation of the action
functional
δA = d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
A(φε) = lim
ε→0
A(φε)−A(φ)
ε
,
may be written, for U ⊂M , using a Lie derivative as
δA = lim
ε→0
1
ε
(∫
τM (U)
(j1φε)
∗L −
∫
U
(j1φ)∗L
)
= lim
ε→0
1
ε
(∫
τM (U)
(j1τZε ◦ j1φ ◦ τ−1M )∗L −
∫
U
(j1φ)∗L
)
= lim
ε→0
1
ε
(∫
τM (U)
(τ−1M )
∗(j1φ)∗(j1τZε )
∗L −
∫
U
(j1φ)∗L
)
= lim
ε→0
1
ε
(∫
U
(j1φ)∗(j1τZε )
∗L −
∫
U
(j1φ)∗L
)
= lim
ε→0
1
ε
∫
U
(j1φ)∗
[
(j1τZε )
∗L − L] = ∫
U
(j1φ)∗Lj1ZL.
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Using the Cartan formula, Lj1ZL = d(j1Z yL) + j1Z ydL, and applying Stokes’ theorem, this yields to
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z yL)+ ∫
U
(j1φ)∗j1Z y dL = I1 + I2. (C1)
Let us compute j1Z y dL to determine I2 first. It is convenient to introduce the contact form θ in the proposition
III.(f) which gives the lift of Z at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, vAµ ). With the notation ζA = βA − vAν αν = θA(j1Z) and the
partial derivatives of the Lagrangian, we have
j1Z y dL = j1Z y (d£ ∧ ω) = j1Z y
(
∂£
∂yA
θA ∧ ω + ∂£
∂vAµ
dvAµ ∧ ω
)
(since dyA ∧ ω = θA ∧ ω)
=
∂£
∂yA
[
θA(j1Z)ω − θA ∧ ω(j1Z)]+ ∂£
∂vAµ
[
dvAµ (j
1Z)ω − dvAµ ∧ ω(j1Z)
]
=
∂£
∂yA
[
ζAω − αλθA ∧ dnxλ
]
+
∂£
∂vAµ
[(
∂ζA
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂ζA
∂yB
)
ω − αλdvAµ ∧ dnxλ
]
,
using the notation dnxµ = ~∂µ yω with the identity dxν ∧ dnxµ = ωδνµ (see appendix I). The term ∂ζ
A
∂xµ ω may be
written in another way
∂ζA
∂xµ
ω =
∂ζA
∂xν
ωδµν =
∂ζA
∂xν
dxν ∧ dnxµ =
(
dζA − ∂ζ
A
∂yB
dyB − ∂ζ
A
∂vBλ
dvBλ
)
∧ dnxµ
= dζA ∧ dnxµ − ∂ζ
A
∂yB
dyB ∧ dnxµ + αλdvAλ ∧ dnxµ,
since ∂ζ
A
∂vBλ
= −αλδAB . Futhermore, taking into account that ("integration by part")
∂£
∂vAµ
dζA ∧ dnxµ = d
(
ζA
∂£
∂vAµ
dnxµ
)
− ζAd
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
∧ dnxµ,
and writing ω = 1n+1dx
µ ∧ dnxµ, a total differential and the contact form θ are displayed
j1Z y dL = d
(
ζA
∂£
∂vAµ
dnxµ
)
−
[
ζA
(
d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− 1
n+ 1
∂£
∂yA
dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
−
[
∂£
∂vAµ
∂ζA
∂yB
+
∂£
∂yB
αµ
]
θB ∧ dnxµ +
[
∂£
∂vAµ
αλ
(
dvAλ ∧ dnxµ − dvAµ ∧ dnxλ
)]
Using the holomic criteria (j1φ)∗θB ≡ 0, and the fact that
(j1φ)∗
(
dvAλ ∧ dnxµ − dvAµ ∧ dnxλ
)
=
∂2φA
∂xµ∂xλ
− ∂
2φA
∂xλ∂xµ
ω = 0,
the two last terms are canceled when they are evaluated along j1φ. Then by Stokes’ theorem again a new expression
of the variation of the action (C1) is obtained
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
(
ζA
∂£
∂vAµ
dnxµ + j
1Z yL
)
−
∫
U
(j1φ)∗
[
ζA
(
d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
− 1
n+ 1
∂£
∂yA
dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
]
, ∀ζ.
As usual, the first integral, along the boundaries ∂U , can also be written∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
[
j1Z y
(
∂£
∂vAµ
θA ∧ dnxµ + L
)]
,
using the contact form with ζA = θA(j1Z) and using the holomic criteria again to insure that (j1φ)∗
[(
j1Z y θA
) ∧ dnxµ] =
(j1φ)∗
[
j1Z y
(
θA ∧ dnxµ
)]
. Gathering all the terms together, the shape of equation (14) (δA = ∫
∂U . . . −
∫
U . . .) is
obtained if the (Lagrangian) Poincaré-Cartan (n+ 1)-form in J1E is introduced by
ΘL =
∂£
∂vAµ
θA ∧ dnxµ + L.
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Remark The Legendre transforms displayed in the well-known Poincaré-Cartan (n+1)-form ΘL in (15), appear
naturally by replacing the contact form θ by its expression in coordinates (17). However, it is useful to keep the
contact form and to introduce the Euler-Lagrange form (19) in the Lagrangian multisymplectic (n+ 2)-form on J1E,
ΩL = −dΘL given in (20). These calculations are carried out starting from the last convenient expression of ΘL
−ΩL = dΘL = d
(
∂£
∂vAµ
)
∧ θA ∧ dnxµ + ∂£
∂vAµ
dθA ∧ dnxµ + d£ ∧ ω
=
(
T µA +
1
n+ 1
∂£
∂yA
dxµ
)
∧ θA ∧ dnxµ − ∂£
∂vAµ
dvAν ∧ dxν ∧ dnxµ +
∂£
∂yA
dyA ∧ ω + ∂£
∂vAµ
dvAµ ∧ ω
= T µA ∧ θA ∧ dnxµ −
∂£
∂yA
θA ∧ ω −


∂£
∂vAµ
dvAµ ∧ ω +
∂£
∂yA
dyA ∧ ω +


∂£
∂vAµ
dvAµ ∧ ω
= T µA ∧ θA ∧ dnxµ −
∂£
∂yA
dyA ∧ ω + ∂£
∂yA
dyA ∧ ω
= T µA ∧ θA ∧ dnxµ.
Appendix D: Lift of vector fileds with Lie groups
This appendix is dedicated to the one-jet prolongation of vector fields on a principal G bundle. The process is the
one used in app. B 2 adapted to the presence of a Lie group G.
Step (i) Let p¯ = (xµ, gA, ξAµ ) be a given point of J1E in a local system of coordinates and let Z ∈ χ(E) be a
vector field over E expressed in the left-invariant basis ~eA given by Z = αµ~∂µ + βA~eA.
Step (ii) The inverse holonomic map (B.(e)) is used to compute the tangent vector fields representative of the
point p¯ by (p, X) = Hol−1(p¯). This is achieved by choosing the contact form (23) adapted to the principal G bundle
ϑp¯((X, 0)) = 0⇔ λA (X) = ξAν dxν (X) . (D1)
It gives a field of (hyper)planes characterized by n+ 1 tangent vector fields. Without loss of generality, these vectors
can be normalized to
Xµ = ~∂µ + ξ
B
µ ~eB , with dx
ν (Xµ) = δ
ν
µ, (µ = 1, . . . , n+ 1). (D2)
Obviously Xµ verifies (D1).
Step (iii) Let us consider an integral curve C of the one-parameter transformation group τZε along Z given by
C : R ⊃ I → E
ε 7→ (pε, Xεµ) = (τZε (p), Tp(τZε )(Xµ)).
Step (iv) This last procedure involves the bracket of vector fields. More precisely, the Lie derivative of the two
vector fields Xµ and Z, at point p, is given by (see [19] for example),
LZXµ = [Z,Xµ]
∣∣∣
p
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(
(τZε )
∗Xµ
∣∣
pε
)
=
d
dε
∣∣∣∣
ε=0
(
Tpε(τ
Z
−ε)(Xµ)
)
= lim
ε→0
Tpε(τ
Z
−ε)(Xµ)−Xµ
∣∣
p
ε
where pε = τZε (p). Evaluating this definition at point pε, one obtains a finite expansion of the tangent map of the
transformation τZε
Xεµ
∣∣
pε
= Tp(τ
Z
ε )(Xµ) = Xµ
∣∣
pε
+ ε [Xµ, Z]
∣∣
pε
+O(ε2). (D3)
Step (v) Using definition B.(d), the curve ε 7→ p¯ε = Hol(pε, Xεµ) is obtained by solving
ϑp¯ε((X
ε
µ, 0)) = 0⇔ (λε)A
(
Xεµ
)
= (ξε)
A
ν dx
ν
(
Xεµ
)
, (D4)
where the contact form (23) is used again.
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Step (vi) This expression involves the variation of the Maurer-Cartan form (λε)A in the Z direction that can be
expressed using the Lie derivative formula
(
LZλ
A
)
(Xµ) = lim
ε→0
(λε)
A
∣∣
pε
(Xεµ)− λA
∣∣
p (Xµ)
ε
,
to give
(λε)
A
∣∣
pε
(Xεµ) = λ
A
∣∣
p (Xµ) + ε
(
LZλ
A
)
(Xµ) +O(ε2). (D5)
Step (vi) Using the finite expansion (D3) and (D5) and tacking into account (D1) and (D2), the holonomic criteria
(D4) becomes (
(ξε)
A
ν − ξAµ
)
= ε
( (
LZλ
A
)
(Xµ)− ξAν dxν([Xµ, Z])
)
+O(ε2). (D6)
This expansion furnishes the third component of the jet-prolongation, j1Z, at point (xµ, gA, ξAµ )
γAµ = dξ
A
µ (j
1Z) =
(
LZλ
A
)
(Xµ)− ξAν dxν([Xµ, Z]) (D7)
- an expression that can be simplified using three more steps.
Step (vii) Using the vectorial 1-form λ, we have on one hand, λp(Xµ) = ξµ. On the other hand taking into
account the Maurer-Cartan equation for λ (zero curvature equation)
dλ+ [λ,λ] = 0, (D8)
we have
(LZλ) (Xµ) = (d(Z yλ) + (Z y dλ)) (Xµ)
= (dβ − (Z y [λ,λ])) (Xµ) since dλ = − [λ,λ]
= (dβ − ([λ(Z),λ])) (Xµ)
= dβ(Xµ) + [λ(Xµ),λ(Z)]
= dβ(Xµ) +
[
ξµ,β
]
, (= dβ(Xµ) + λ [Xµ, Z])
and then (D7) becomes
dξAµ (j
1Z) = dβA(Xµ) + λ
A([Xµ, Z])− ξAν dxν([Xµ, Z])︸ ︷︷ ︸
ϑAp¯ ([Xµ,Z])
= dβA(Xµ) +
[
ξµ,β
]A − ξAν dxν([Xµ, Z]).
Step (viii) As the differential of the map (xµ, yA) 7→ ~eA has no component along ~∂µ, i.e. d(~eA) = 0~∂µ + ηBA~eB
where ηBA is a 1-form, the computation of the commutator
[Xµ, Z] = dZ(Xµ)− dXµ(Z)
=
(
dαν~∂ν + dβ
A~eA + β
Ad(~eA)
)
(Xµ)−
(
ξAµ d(~eA)
)
(Z)
= dαν(Xµ)~∂ν +
[
(dβB + βAηBA )(Xµ)− ξAµ ηBA (Z)
]
~eB ,
shows that the term dxν([Xµ, Z]) equals dαν(Xµ). It is important to notice, in this computation, that the Xµ are
defined for a fixed ξBµ . So we have now
dξAµ (j
1Z) = dβA(Xµ) +
[
ξµ,β
]A − ξAν dαν(Xµ). (D9)
Step (ix) Expressing any vector Xµ in both basis ~eA and ~∂A gives Xµ = ~∂µ + ξIµ~eI = ~∂µ + vQµ ~∂Q, for some ξIµ and
vQµ . That is, as dyA is the dual basis to the basis ~∂A,{
λA(Xµ) = ξ
A
µ = λ
A(~∂µ + v
Q
µ
~∂Q) = v
Q
µ λ
A(~∂Q)
dyB(Xµ) = v
B
µ = dy
B(~∂µ + ξ
I
µ~eI) = ξ
I
µdy
B(~eI)
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and then since βA is a function of x and y, we have
dβA(Xµ) =
(
∂βA
∂xν
dxν +
∂βA
∂yB
dyB
)(
~∂µ + ξ
I
µ~eI
)
=
∂βA
∂xµ
+
∂βA
∂yB
ξIµdy
B(~eI) =
(
∂βA
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂βA
∂yB
)
.
Same computation for dαν(Xµ) gives
dαν(Xµ) =
∂αν
∂xµ
+ vBµ
∂αν
∂yB
.
Finally, including these expressions into (D9) and introducing ΞA = βA − ξAν αν , the lift of vector fields is given by
proposition IV.(a).
Appendix E: The Hamilton principle: calculus of variations with reduction by Lie groups
This appendix is dedicated to obtain the variation of the action (27) using a reduced Lagrangian starting from the
Hamilton principle III.(e). This step is mainly the one used for appendix C except that now the lift of Z is given by
proposition IV.(a) where a Lie bracket appears. As in these preceding computations, the variation is splitted into two
integrals
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z y `
)
+
∫
U
(j1φ)∗j1Z y d` = I1 + I2. (E1)
With the lift of Z at point p¯ = (xµ, yA, ξAµ ) given by proposition IV.(a), let us compute j1Z y d` to determine I2 first. It
is convenient to introduce the contact form ϑ (23) in this proposition. With the notation ΞA = βA−ξAν αν = ϑA(j1Z),
so that ω(j1Z) = αν ∧ dnxν and the partial derivatives of the Lagrangian, we have
j1Z y d` = j1Z y (dl ∧ ω) = j1Z y
(
∂l
∂yA
TAB ϑ
B ∧ ω + ∂l
∂ξAµ
dξAµ ∧ ω
)
=
∂l
∂yA
TAB
[
ϑB(j1Z)ω − ϑB ∧ ω(j1Z)]+ ∂l
∂ξAµ
[
dξAµ (j
1Z)ω − dξAµ ∧ ω(j1Z)
]
=
∂l
∂yA
TAB
[
ΞBω − ανϑB ∧ dnxν
]
+
∂l
∂ξAµ
[(
∂ΞA
∂xµ
+ ξCµ T
B
C
∂ΞA
∂yB
+
[
ξµ,β
]A)
ω − ανdξAµ ∧ dnxν
]
.
The term ∂Ξ
A
∂xµ ω may be written in another way
∂ΞA
∂xµ
ω =
∂ΞA
∂xν
ωδµν =
∂ΞA
∂xν
dxν ∧ dnxµ =
(
dΞA − ∂Ξ
A
∂yB
TBC λ
C − ∂Ξ
A
∂ξBν
dξBν
)
∧ dnxµ
= dΞA ∧ dnxµ − ∂Ξ
A
∂yB
TBC λ
C ∧ dnxµ + ανdξAν ∧ dnxµ.
Futhermore, taking into account (integration by part) that
∂l
∂ξAµ
dΞA ∧ dnxµ = d
(
ΞA
∂l
∂ξAµ
dnxµ
)
− ΞAd
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
∧ dnxµ,
a total differential and the contact form ϑ are displayed
j1Z y d` = d
(
ΞA
∂l
∂ξAµ
dnxµ
)
−
[
ΞA
(
d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
∧ dnxµ −
(
ad∗ξν
∂l
∂ξν
)
A
ω − TBA
∂l
∂yB
ω
)]
− TBC
[
∂l
∂ξAµ
∂ΞA
∂yB
+
∂l
∂yB
αµ
]
ϑC ∧ dnxµ +
[
∂l
∂ξAµ
αν
(
dξAν ∧ dnxµ − dξAµ ∧ dnxν +
[
ξµ, ξν
]A
ω
)]
,
with the co-adjoint operator ad∗ defined by
(
pi,
[
ξµ,β
])
=
(
pi, adξµβ
)
=
(
ad∗ξµpi,β
)
. The two last terms in paren-
theses are canceled when they are evaluated along j1φ. This is achieved by using the holomic criteria (j1φ)∗ϑC ≡ 0
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and the Maurer-Cartan equation dλ + [λ,λ] = 0 (see appendix H). Then by Stokes’ theorem and using the contact
form with ΞA = ϑA(j1Z), a new expression of the variation of the action (E1) is obtained as
δA =
∫
∂U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z yΘ`
)− ∫
U
(j1φ)∗
(
j1Z y
(
ϑA ∧ ΓA
))
,
with
Θ` =
∂l
∂ξAµ
ϑA ∧ dnxµ + `, and ΓA = d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
∧ dnxµ −
(
ad∗ξν
∂l
∂ξν
)
A
ω − TBA
∂l
∂yB
ω.
Remark The Legendre transforms displayed in the (reduced) Poincaré-Cartan (n+1)-form Θ` given by (26), ap-
pear naturally by replacing the contact form ϑ by its coordinates expression (23). However, the Lagrangian pre-
multisymplectic (n+ 2)-form on J1E,
Ω` = ϑ
A ∧ ΓA + ∂l
∂ξAµ
[ϑ,ϑ]
A ∧ dnxµ
given in (31) is obtained by carrying out the following calculations starting from the last convenient expression of Θ`
Ω` = −dΘ` = −d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
ϑA ∧ dnxµ + `
)
= ϑA ∧ d
(
∂l
∂ξAµ
)
∧ dnxµ − ∂l
∂ξAµ
dϑA ∧ dnxµ − dl ∧ ω
= ϑA ∧
(
ΓA +
(
ad∗ξν
∂l
∂ξν
)
A
ω + TBA
∂l
∂yB
ω
)
− ∂l
∂ξAµ
dλA ∧ dnxµ +



∂l
∂ξAµ
dξAν ∧ dxν ∧ dnxµ −
∂l
∂yA
dyA ∧ ω −


∂l
∂ξAµ
dξAµ ∧ ω
= ϑA ∧ ΓA +
(
ad∗ξν
∂l
∂ξν
)
A
λA ∧ ω +



TBA
∂l
∂yB
λA ∧ ω + ∂l
∂ξAµ
[λ,λ]
A ∧ dnxµ −
TBA
∂l
∂yB
λA ∧ ω
= ϑA ∧ ΓA + ∂l
∂ξAµ
[ξµ,λ]A ∧ ω + [λ,λ]A ∧ dnxµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΥAµ
 .
As in the general case, since the contact form ϑA and the Euler-Lagrange form ΓA vanish along critical section j1φ,
the (n+2)-form ϑA ∧ ΓA has the same property. So do the additional form ΥAµ i.e. (j1φ)∗
(
W yΥAµ
)
= 0, since we
have (see appendix I for the bracket of g-valued 1-forms)
ΥAµ =
[
ξµ,λ
]A ∧ ω + [λ,λ]A ∧ dnxµ
=
[
ξµ,ϑ
]A ∧ ω + [ξµ, ξνdxν]A ∧ ω + 12 [(ϑ+ ξνdxν) ∧ (ϑ+ ξαdxα)]A ∧ dnxµ
=
[
ξµ,ϑ
]A ∧ ω + [ξµ, ξν]Adxν ∧ ω + 12 [ϑ ∧ ϑ]A ∧ dnxµ + [ϑ ∧ ξαdxα]A ∧ dnxµ + 12 [ξνdxν ∧ ξαdxα]A ∧ dnxµ
=
[
ξµ,ϑ
]A ∧ ω + 1
2
[ϑ ∧ ϑ]A ∧ dnxµ + [ϑ, ξα]A ∧ dxα ∧ dnxµ +
1
2
[ξνdx
ν , ξα]
A ∧ dxα ∧ dnxµ
=
[ξµ,ϑ]A ∧ ω + [ϑ,ϑ]A ∧ dnxµ +[ϑ, ξµ]A ∧ ω + 12 [ξνdxν , ξµ]A ∧ ω
= [ϑ,ϑ]
A ∧ dnxµ + 1
2
[
ξν , ξµ
]A


dxν ∧ ω
= [ϑ,ϑ]
A ∧ dnxµ.
Appendix F: Change of basis
Let dyA and λA be the dual basis of ~∂B and ~eB respectively. Any vector belonging to the tangent space of the
fiber, V ∈ χV (pi)(E), may be written in the two basis with specific coordinates
V = αB~∂B or V = βB~eB .
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So,
dyA(V ) = αA = dyA(βB~eB) = dy
A(~eB)β
B = dyA(~eB)λ
B(V ), ∀V ∈ χV (pi)(E)
Thus, the change of dual basis may be expressed by a matrix T (conversely L) such that
dyA = dyA(~eB)λ
B = TAB λ
B , that is TAB = dy
A(~eB), conversely
λA = λA(~∂B)dy
B = LABdy
B , that is LAB = λ
A(~∂B).
For a right invariant basis ~eB and right Maurer-Cartan form ρ, we would have
dyA = dyA( ~eB)ρ
B = T˜AB ρ
B , that is T˜AB = dy
A( ~eB), conversely
ρA = ρA(~∂B)dy
B = L˜ABdy
B , that is L˜AB = ρ
A(~∂B).
Appendix G: Elements for the Hamiltonian formulation
1. The canonical form
With the 1-forms θAH and T µA defined in (55) (b,c), the canonical form Ω∗ = Ωµ ∧ dnxµ = dyA ∧ dpµA ∧ dnxµ yields
Ω∗ =
(
θAH +
∂H
∂pνA
dxν
)
∧
(
T µA −
1
n+ 1
∂H
∂yA
dxµ
)
∧ dnxµ
= θAH ∧ T µA ∧ dnxµ − θAH ∧
∂H
∂yA
ω +
∂H
∂pνA
dxν ∧ T µA ∧ dnxµ −
∂H
∂yA
∂H
∂pνA


dxν ∧ ω .
Let us evaluate this (n+ 2)-form on a test vector W and the (n+ 1)-multi-vector
◦
X using the lemma
Lemma G.(a)
Let α and β be a 1-form and n-form respectively. Let also
◦
X = X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xn+1 be a n+ 1-multivector, we have
α ∧ β(
◦
X) = (−1)i+1α(Xi)β(
◦ˆ
Xi), (G1)
where
◦ˆ
Xi = X1 ∧ · · · ∧ Xˆi ∧ · · · ∧Xn+1 is obtain from
◦
X eliminating the i-th vector Xi.
and the corollary
Corollary G.(b)
With the same hypothesis as the lemma G.(a), with β a (n+ 1)-form and W a vector, we have
α ∧ β(W,
◦
X) = α(W )β(
◦
X) + (−1)jα(Xj)β(W ∧
◦ˆ
Xj). (G2)
It gives
Ω∗(W,
◦
X) = θAH(W ) ∧


(T µA ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X) + (−1)αθAH(Xα) ∧ (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (W,
◦ˆ
Xα)
− θAH(W ) ∧
∂H
∂yA
ω(
◦
X)− (−1)αθAH(Xα) ∧
∂H
∂yA
ω(W,
◦ˆ
Xα)
+
∂H
∂pνA
dxν(W ) ∧


(T µA ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X) + (−1)α ∂H
∂pνA
dxν(Xα) ∧ (T µA ∧ dnxµ) (W,
◦ˆ
Xα)
= − ∂H
∂yA
θAH(W ) + (−1)α
∂H
∂pαA
T µA ∧ dnxµ(W,
◦ˆ
Xα).
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It appears clearly that ifW is part of the multi-vector
◦
X (that isW = Xν), this evaluation vanishes:
◦
X yΩ∗(Xν) = 0,
∀Xν . In fact, T µA ∧ dnxµ(Xν ,
◦ˆ
Xα) = 0 if ν = α. Now, if ν 6= α
T µA ∧ dnxµ(Xν ,
◦ˆ
Xα) = T µA (Xν)dnxµ(
◦ˆ
Xα) + (−1)βT µA (Xβ)dnxµ(Xν ,
◦ˆ
Xαβ)
= (−1)α+1T µA (Xν)δµα + (−1)βT µA (Xβ)(−1)α+1δµα(−1)β+1δβν
= (−1)α+1T αA (Xν)− (−1)α+1T αA (Xν) = 0.
So we have for W = βνXν +W v ∈ χ(J1E)
Ω∗(W,
◦
X) = − ∂H
∂yA
θAH(W
v) + (−1)α ∂H
∂pαA
T µA ∧ dnxµ(W v,
◦ˆ
Xα)
= − ∂H
∂yA
θAH(W
v) + (−1)α ∂H
∂pαA
[
T µA (W v)dnxµ(
◦ˆ
Xα) + (−1)βT µA (Xβ)

dnxµ(W
v,
◦ˆ
Xαβ)
]
= − ∂H
∂yA
θAH(W
v)− ∂H
∂pαA
T αA (W v)
= − ∂H
∂yA
θAH(W
v)− ∂H
∂pαA
dpαA(W
v)− ∂H
∂yA
∂H
∂pαA
dxα(W v)
= − ∂H
∂yA
[
θAH +
∂H
∂pαA
dxα
]
(W v)− ∂H
∂pαA
dpαA(W
v)
= − ∂H
∂yA
dyA(W v)− ∂H
∂pαA
dpαA(W
v).
2. Elements for the Poisson equation
Let us compute also
(dH ∧ ω) (W,
◦
X) = dH(W )ω(
◦
X) + (−1)αdH(Xα)ω(W,
◦ˆ
Xα)
= dH(W ) + (−1)αdH(Xα)ω(W,
◦ˆ
Xα).
Evaluated on W = βνXν +W v it gives
(dH ∧ ω) (βνXν +W v,
◦
X) = dH(βνXν) + dH(W
v) + (−1)αdH(Xα)ω(βνXν ,
◦ˆ
Xα)
+ (−1)αdH(Xα)

ω(W v,
◦ˆ
Xα)
= dH(βνXν) + dH(W
v) + (−1)αβνdH(Xα)δνα(−1)ν+1
= dH(βνXν) + dH(W
v) + (−1)αβαdH(Xα)(−1)α+1
= dH(W v)
Computing equation (53)(a)
j˜1φ∗
(
dH ∧ dnxν − ∂H
∂xν
ω − Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
= 0.
Three terms have to be computed
j˜1φ∗(dH ∧ dnxν)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1) = (dH ∧ dnxν) (
◦
X),
j˜1φ∗(
∂H
∂xν
ω)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1) =
(
∂H
∂xν
ω
)
(
◦
X) =
∂H
∂xν
,
j˜1φ∗(Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν)(~∂1, . . . , ~∂n+1) =
(
Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
(
◦
X).
The last one may be computed knowing that
Ω∗(Xν) = Ωµ(Xν) ∧ dnxµ + Ωµ ∧ dnxµ(Xν)
= Ωµ(Xν) ∧ dnxµ + Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν .
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So we have
0 = Ω∗(Xν ,
◦
X) = (Ωµ(Xν) ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X) +
(
Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
(
◦
X),
(
Ωµ ∧ dn−1xµν
)
(
◦
X) = − (Ωµ(Xν) ∧ dnxµ) (
◦
X)
= −(−1)β+1Ωµ(Xν , Xβ)dnxµ(
◦ˆ
Xβ)
= −(−1)β+1Ωµ(Xν , Xβ)(−1)β+1δµβ
= −Ωµ(Xν , Xµ)
= Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dx
α(Xν).
The two other terms yield(
dH ∧ dnxν − ∂H
∂xν
ω
)
(
◦
X) = (−1)β+1dH(Xβ)dnxν(
◦ˆ
Xβ)− ∂H
∂xν
ω(
◦
X)
= (−1)β+1dH(Xβ)(−1)ν+1δνβ − ∂H
∂xν
= dH(Xν)− ∂H
∂xν
.
So, according to (53)(a), a one-form DH, that vanishes on vectors tangent to the optimal section j˜1φ, may be
introduced {
DH = dH− ∂H∂xµ dxµ − Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dxα
DH(Xν) = 0.
(G3)
However, using partial derivatives for the differential dH = ∂H∂xα dx
α + ∂H
∂yA
dyA + ∂H∂pαA
dpαA and taking into account the
traditional de Donder Weyl equations (56) (b,c), it can be shown that the 1-form dH − ∂H∂xα dxα − Xµ yΩµ, which
differ slightly from DH, vanishes identically
dH− ∂H
∂xα
dxα −Xµ yΩµ ≡ 0. (G4)
So, for any vector W ∈ χ(J1E) decomposed as W = βνXν +W v, we have
DH(W ) = dH(W )− ∂H
∂xµ
dxµ(W )− Ωµ(Xµ, Xα)dxα(W )
= dH(W )− ∂H
∂xµ
dxµ(W )− Ωµ(Xµ,W )︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+Ωµ(Xµ,W
v)
= Xµ yΩµ(W v) =
(
∂H
∂yA
θAH +
∂H
∂pµA
T µA
)
(W v).
Appendix H: Maurer-Cartan equation
The differential of the Maurer-Cartan 1-form λ, dual basis of the left-invariant basis ~e defined by λA(~eB) = δAB ,
may be rely to the Lie bracket using the Maurer-Cartan equation
dλ+ [λ,λ] = 0. (H1)
Due to the vanishing right hand side, it is also named zero curvature equation in the literature. Note that a minus
sign is required for a right invariance choice dρ − [ρ,ρ] = 0. Nevertheless, considering a left-invariant basis, let us
recall that if a section φ is a representative of a point p¯ = (xµ, yA, ξAµ ) of the 1-jet bundle J1E over p = (xµ, yA),
then
(j1φ)∗(ξAµ ) = λ
A
∣∣
p (
∂φ
∂xµ
).
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Using the pull back definition, it can be written
φ∗λ = (j1φ)∗(ξµdx
µ),
since ∂φ∂xµ corresponds to the push forward Tφ~∂µ, of the basis vector ~∂µ. So, the differential dλ gives in one hand
φ∗dλ(~∂i, ~∂j) = (j1φ)∗(dξµdx
µ)(~∂i, ~∂j)
= d
(
(j1φ)∗ξµ
) ∧ dxµ(~∂i, ~∂j)
=
∂
(
(j1φ)∗ξµ
)
∂xν
dxν ∧ dxµ(~∂i, ~∂j)
=
∂
(
(j1φ)∗ξj
)
∂xi
− ∂
(
(j1φ)∗ξi
)
∂xj
.
On the other hand, using the Maurer-Cartan equation,
φ∗dλ(~∂i, ~∂j) = −φ∗ [λ,λ] (~∂i, ~∂j)
= − [φ∗λ, φ∗λ] (~∂i, ~∂j)
= − [((j1φ)∗ξi) , ((j1φ)∗ξµ)] .
So, knowing that (j1φ)∗(dξν ∧ dnxµ) =
∂((j1φ)∗ξν)
∂xµ
ω, this gives the useful identity
(j1φ)∗
(
dξAν ∧ dnxµ − dξAµ ∧ dnxν +
[
ξµ, ξν
]A
ω
)
= 0. (H2)
Appendix I: Other useful formulae
1. Volume form and contractions
dnxµ = ~∂µ yω = (−1)µ+1dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµ−1 ∧ dxµ+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn+1 (I1)
= (−1)µ+1dx1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxµ−1 ∧ d̂xµ ∧ dxµ+1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxn+1 (I2)
dxν ∧ dnxµ = ωδµν (I3)
dxµ ∧ dnxµ = (n+ 1)ω (I4)
dn−1xµν = ∂xν y dnxµ =

(−1)µ+νdx1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xν ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xµ ∧ · · · dxn+1, ν < µ
0, ν = µ,
(−1)µ+ν+1dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xµ ∧ · · · ∧ d̂xν ∧ · · · dxn+1, ν > µ,
dxα ∧ dn−1xµν = dnxµδαν − dnxνδαµ (I5)
dxµ ∧ dn−1xµν = −ndnxν dxν ∧ dn−1xµν = +ndnxµ (I6)
2. g-valued 1-forms
Letting (~e1, ~e2, . . . , ~eN ) be a basis for g, a g-valued 1-form may be written α = αi ⊗ ~ei where the αi are a 1-form.
The "bracket" on g-valued 1-forms is a combination of exterior product and bracket operation
[α,β] (X,Y ) = [α(X),β(Y )]
[α ∧ β] (X,Y ) = [α(X),β(Y )]− [α(Y ),β(X)] .
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Writing α = αi ⊗ ~ei and β = βj ⊗ ~ej , we have
[α ∧ β] = αi ∧ βj ⊗ [~ei, ~ej ] .
In particular, we have the symmetry
[α ∧ β] = [α,β] + [β,α] ,
which gives
[α ∧α] = 2 [α,α] .
The followings identities are useful. Let α and β be g-valued 1-forms, ξ a vector in g and pi a covector in g∗
[α ∧ ξνdxν ] = [α, ξν ] ∧ dxν(
piA, [α ∧ β]A
)
= (ad∗αpi)A ∧ βA(
piA, [α ∧ ξ]A
)
= (ad∗αpi)A ξ
A.
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